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STEP RIGHT UP, FOLKS!
By R.V. Baugus

As a grizzled relic who still subscribes to the daily print newspaper and recently posted on Facebook of a misadventure with
said paper in which yard men mowed over my precious reading
(which elicited some humorous IAVM member comments, by
\PM_Ia1IUY]ITQÅML\W[XMISWN \PMNWTTW_QVOM`KPIVOM\PI\
took place in an episode involving those zany knuckleheads, the
3 Stooges (Google it if you don’t know, I’m too lazy to share
more).
Seems the boys were serving in the military, or at least thought
they might be called to duty. The drill instructor measured up
Moe, Larry, and Curly, as the trio stood in a straight line, and
asked for one of them to volunteer. Moe and Larry each took
one step back, upon which the instructor thanked Curly for his
willingness to step up and volunteer.
Nyuk, nyuk, nyuk.
How many of us are like Moe and Larry? Maybe we don’t
take a step back but rather just stand in place until someone else
actually does step forward.
We are now in a new year and with it comes, of course, resolutions. Why not let one of yours be to step up within the ranks
WN 1)>5IVL^WT]V\MMZ'?PI\LWM[Q\WٺMZ')[S\PW[M_PWITready give of their time and talents in this capacity and they will
tell you a lifetime of friendships and networking opportunities
that often lead to other promoted positions within the industry.
7PIVL\PMTQ\\TMUI\\MZWN UISQVOILQٺMZMVKMQV\PMQVL][\Za
and the Association.
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IAVM and its volunteer leadership remain committed to
seeking diverse and inclusive leadership for committee positions. Our chair, Michael Marion, CVE, continues to lead the
charge and follows this goal that was set by his predecessors,
Mark Mettes, CVE, and Doug Booher, CVE.
)[[\IٺTQIQ[WV\W\PM,Q^MZ[Q\a1VKT][Q^M4MILMZ[PQX+WUUQ\\MM1KIV\MTTaW]NZWUXMZ[WVITM`XMZQMVKM\PI\\PMKWUmittee is one group of serious volunteers ready to stand at the
forefront to help push the initiative. Behind our committee
chair, Julia Slocombe, and vice chair, Robyn Williams, CVE,
the committee is engaged to work with IAVM leadership and
[\I\ٺWTWKI\M[]KPQVLQ^QL]IT[\W\ISM\PM)[[WKQI\QWVLW_V\PM
road and better represent not just our membership makeup,
but that of the diverse range of individuals who come into our
member venues from event to event.
Most recently, committee members Troy Thorn, CTA, and
,IVQMT0]MZ\IUM\_Q\P1)>5[\I\ٺWLQ[K][[PW_\PMKWUUQ\\MMKIVI[[Q[\1)>5QVÅVLQVO[]KPQVLQ^QL]IT[IVLXTIKQVO
them in future board leadership positions.
.ZWUI[\IٺXMZ[XMK\Q^M1KIVIT[W[Ia\PI\1)>5[MMS[_Q\P
a steadfast resolve such individuals. As with locating any individual to volunteer for committee service, there are often some
legitimate hurdles to overcome, including the targeted individual not having the available time required for service, a simple
lack of interest, or not having the resources at the member faKQTQ\a\PI\_W]TLITTW_WVM\WMٺMK\Q^MTa[MZ^M
So, what do we do?
3MMXKP]ZVQVO\PMÅMTL-VKW]ZIOMXIZ\QKQXI\QWV
IAVM has created a Path to Leadership document that spells
W]\ M`IK\Ta _PI\ \PM \Q\TM QUXTQM[ PW_ WVM I[KMVL[ QV ^WT]Vteer leadership. This document should alleviate many fears and
concerns that individuals might have about serving. The IAVM
Committee Call for Volunteers opens January 24 and closes
on March 11. Visit the web site and get your name on the list!
We often (rightly) hear that our volunteer ranks need to represent a much broader scope of individuals. IAVM wants to
do its job in making that happen. It sits very high on the priority list of our president and CEO, Brad Mayne, CVE. We
also need for our membership to take ownership in making this
happen by stepping forward and volunteering.
AW]_QTTVM^MZÅVLIUWZMMVZQKPQVOWXXWZ\]VQ\a\PIV^WTunteering to serve. Once people are on a committee, they want
\WKWV\ZQJ]\M1PI^M[MMVXMWXTMJMOWٺWN KWUUQ\\MM[VW\JMcause they are not interested. No, it is just the opposite. They
_IV\\WKWV\ZQJ]\MJ]\WN\MVÅVL\PMZMQ[VW\MVW]OPNWZ\PMU
to do and they feel they can better allocate their time elsewhere.
The ball is actually in both of our courts. IAVM seeks
diverse and inclusive representation while at the same
time we ask you to consider placing your name into
the volunteer pool. Let’s make it happen together. FM

I WISH THIS HAD
LESS TOOLS.

SAID NO-ONE EVER.
Managing your venue’s workforce is complex. With dozens of traditional tools used for handling many diverse
tasks—staff availability, schedules, training, budgets, settlements, credentials, and more—it’s easy to feel
overwhelmed. ABI MasterMind® is designed to condense all of your traditional tools into an automated, mobile,
and easy-to-use system that is available in real-time. Reduce the complexity of managing your operation with
ABI MasterMind®… over 450 venues in North America already have.
Learn more about ABI MasterMind® at www.abico.com or by reaching out to 916-381-3809 option 4 or
Sales@abico.com.
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CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN
By Michael Marion, CVE

IAVM JUMPS AHEAD OF THE
SAFETY AND SECURITY CURVE
Remember the good old days? When security meant keeping (unwanted) groupies from sneaking in backstage or protecting patrons
from themselves as they body surfed or stage dived.
Now we live in a new universe, where security means looking out
for a crazy with malice in his/her heart and the intent of causing
harm to as many as possible. Unfortunately, this phenomenon continues to occur and shows no sign of abating. Preparing for these types
of deadly actions has come to the forefront of advancing an event.
In the world of things that keep us venue professionals up at night,
this is certainly #1. “See Something, Say Something” is no longer just
something we stick on our video monitors and hope nothing happens.
Public vigilance is something to be encouraged, with the understanding that everyone is now working security. How many of us now go
to a restaurant and check all the available ways for escape? We have
ITTOZW_VKTW[MZ\WW]ZTWKITTI_MVNWZKMUMV\WٻKQIT[NZWU\PMTWKIT
XWTQKMÅZ[\ZM[XWVLMZ[IVLVW_\W\PM.*1IVL,0;<PQ[SQVLWN KWordination is more important than ever. Walk through magnetometers
are no longer just something that you see at the airport.
Major sports leagues set the standard a couple of years ago, and
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those of us in secondary markets have been following suit. Our performing arts brothers and sisters haven’t been far behind. I think what
surprised me the most was how appreciative our patrons were when
we introduced them two years ago. Our audience is willing to give
up some convenience for improved deterrence measures. Bomb dogs
are now Standard Operating Procedure for large events and are often
requested by touring shows. Making our venues hard targets will be
an ongoing goal.
Over the years, IAVM has been responsive to these sad changes. It
seems we don’t have a meeting without a security session. The AcadMUaNWZ>MV]M;INM\a;MK]ZQ\aZMUMUJMZ_PMVQ\_I[\PM1V\MZVItional Crowd Management Conference?) has become an important
WٺMZQVO\PI\[MTT[W]\MIKPaMIZ)>;;PI[JMKWUMW]ZUW[\XWX]TIZ
educational enterprise after Venue Management School. Paul Turner, CVE, and his committee put together a great program with real
PIVL[WVM`XMZQMVKM[7]Z>MV]M;INM\a;MK]ZQ\a+WUUQ\\MMTML
by Russell Dyer, is working to keep us current on the latest advances
IVLXZIK\QKM[\PI\_QTTPMTXW]Z^MV]M[XZMXIZMNWZ\PMVM`\PIbIZL
The last couple of years have seen our CEO, in conjunction with
W\PMZKWV^MV\QWVKMV\MZI[[WKQI\QWV[KZMI\M\PM-`PQJQ\QWV[IVL5MM\QVO[;INM\a;MK]ZQ\a1VQ\QI\Q^M-5;;11TMIZVML\PI\KWV^MV\QWV
center folks live in a world of alphabet soup - PCMA, IAEE, CIC,
ASAE, DI, MPI, PCMA, WTF, :-)
Working with the U.S. Homeland Security Department, we have
KZMI\ML I KMZ\QÅKI\QWV XZWKM[[ \PI\ _QTT OQ^M W]Z KWV^MV\QWV KMV\MZ[
standards that will help protect our patrons. This will roll out as SeK]ZM>MV]M[KWUIVL_MM`XMK\OZMI\XIZ\QKQXI\QWVNZWUW]ZKWV^MV\QWVKMV\MZUMUJMZ[7VKM\PQ[Q[]XIVLZ]VVQVO_MKIVM`XMK\\W
see this developed for the other venue types. As an arena manager, I
like that we could have some agreed upon standards to better secure
our buildings.
?PQTM\PQ[Q[JMQVOÅVITQbML_MPI^MW]Z,QZMK\WZWN -L]KI\QWV
Mark Herrera, traveling to cities across the U.S. to give training to
^MV]M[\IٺWV[]KP\WXQK[I[)K\Q^M;PWW\MZ-UMZOMVKa8ZWKML]ZM[
Situational Awareness, and Risk Mitigation. Mark has been a great
leader and representative of the association at various security semiVIZ[*MKI][MWN \PM[\I[¼ٺOWWL_WZS1)>5Q[[MMVI[IVQUXWZ\IV\
resource in the world of large public gatherings. IAVM not only has a
seat at the table on this topic, but is also one of the leaders.
It’s bad enough that we have crazies to deal with, but Mother Nature also presents us with challenges. Our Severe Weather training
gives our members an opportunity to prepare for weather-related
emergencies. It seems all of us have some weather hazard to face from
\WZVILW[\WP]ZZQKIVM[\WÆWWL[\WMIZ\PY]ISM[\W_PWSVW_[_PI\
Locusts, maybe?
While we all know that there are no perfect solutions to these potential calamities, if we take advantage of the available resources,
we can rest a little easier, knowing we have done all we can. FM

Everything from polos to parkas.
All of it Guaranteed.

Dan Mendelson
President
When I established Unitex Direct in
1992, I didn’t know how prevalent certain
problems were for uniform buyers.
Since then, I now focus my company’s
efforts on solving those problems.
Just over the last year, companies and organizations using
competitors have come to us and we’ve solved their
problems including: lack of on-time delivery, incorrect items/
quantities shipped, poor quality or lack of communication.
The Unitex Direct Guarantee
Since one of the most prevalent issues facing uniform
decision-makers is poor quality, I established the
UNITEX DIRECT GUARANTEE: If anything a client
buys from us doesn’t meet their standards, we’ll
replace it. And that’s a promise from me personally.

We outfit venues across the nation.
We supply the uniforms that have become industry
standards over the years: polos, windbreakers, blazers,
vests and much more, all customized to your
exact requirements. Our focus is on maintaining
exceptional quality, durability and timely delivery.
Customization at our warehouse and showroom.
Customization is done quickly and accurately. That
includes embroidery, silk-screening, heat sealing.
We have the products you need. At the prices you want.
Contact Dan Mendelson at:
800-682-1606 x236 or dan@unitexdirect.com
Visit us at www.unitexdirect.com
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CVE CORNER

By Beth Wade, CVE

Cameron
McGill, MFA, CVE
Co-managing director of the University of British
Columbia/Chan Centre for the Performing Arts in
Vancouver, British Columbia

Cam, you have been with the Chan Centre
for the Performing Arts on the campus of the
University of British Columbia in Vancouver
since before it opened in 1997. How has your
role evolved at the facility throughout your
22-year career? What were you doing before
that?
)N\MZ1ÅVQ[PMLUa5.)QV! I\\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN ?I[Pington (Theatre Design and Technical Production), I went to
Edmonton where I was the technical director for The Alberta
*ITTM\ +WUXIVa NWZ \_W [MI[WV[ .WTTW_QVO \PI\ 1 [XMV\  
months as the head stage carpenter at the Jack Singer Concert
Hall in Calgary and then seven years there as the production
manager before I left for Vancouver and the Chan Centre for
8MZNWZUQVO)Z\[QV\PM[XZQVOWN !!

What do you love most about working in a
theatre and specifically that theatre?
Mostly, I like the variety of activity. I am not a person who
likes to sit in one place for long periods of time, so working
in this kind of environment, and the interaction with the students, speakers, and artists that come through, suits my workQVO [\aTM )\ \PM +PIV +MV\ZM [XMKQÅKITTa 1 ZMUIQV M`KQ\ML
and challenged by the changing needs of the venue as it ages.

?M¼ZM QV\W W]Z VL aMIZ IVL PI^M ÅVQ[PML \PM ÅZ[\ _I^M WN 
major “refreshes.” The building looks as good as it did when
it opened and, in many ways, better. Mostly, though, I like dialogue, music, and theatre and that environment, both at the
Chan Centre and The University of British Columbia, is a rich
one.

What or who was the motivator the made you
want to pursue your CVE? What would you say
about the CVE experience to members considering pursuing theirs?
Initially, it was because it was a way of gaining more knowledge about the industry. As I moved further along my personal IAVM continuum, it became both about the people I met
throughout the process and the relationships that developed
from those meetings. Starting with conferences, Venue ManIOMUMV\;KPWWT;MVQWZ-`MK]\Q^M;aUXW[Q]U:MOQWVIVL
then more conferences and board meetings, it continues for me
to be about the people and the respect that is gained through
[PIZML QVL][\Za M`XMZQMVKM[ <PM +>- XZWKM[[ Q[V¼\ MI[a J]\
there is a lot of help out there to help our members get through
the process.

What was one of your best days on the job?
I am not sure there has been one best day. There have been

Paul,
Thank you for ten years of faith and friendship. You have
always set the bar so high for us, and your partnership has
been instrumental in our growth and success.

Congratulations!
Stadium
People®

CVE CORNER
many that have been very good. I have always loved sitting in
sound checks, because it is one of the few times I really get to
listen and appreciate the music. During the events, there are
usually so many operational concerns that it distracts from
\PMM^MV\Q\[MTN1IT[WÅVLQ\QVKZMLQJTaZM_IZLQVO\W_WZSWV
M^MV\[\PI\IN\MZILQٻK]T\XZWL]K\QWVXMZQWLNWZ\PMMV\QZM
team, go very well.

I understand you love to scuba dive. What are
your other favorite ways to relax and enjoy
“me” time? Do you have a go-to place to recharge?
Yes, I am a diver and a PADI instructor. It is something that
NI[KQVI\ML UM I[ I SQL IVL IJW]\  aMIZ[ IOW 1 X]Z[]ML
JMKWUQVOILQ^MZ1\PQVS[WUMWN UaNI^WZQ\M_Ia[\WZMTI`
are reading, skiing, and riding my bicycles. I do long distance
bike riding, so I am always training for something or commuting to and from work. It is the one thing I do where I am
so totally focused that I don’t think about anything but the
bike, the street, and the fabulous views that you get in British
Columbia. Mostly, though, I like spending time at home or
out with my wife.

Growing up what did you think you wanted to
be??
When I was 12-years-old, I wanted to be a chartered accountant. I have no idea why, other than I had I worked as a golf
caddy at the local private club and also had a paper route
where a lot of my customers were accountants. It was probably the golf angle, because I like playing golf (something I
now only get to do a few times a year when I play with my
son). I was a 12-year-old fanatic about becoming an accountant and studied the stock market every day. When I turned
14, we moved to Seattle, and I never thought about it again.
That was when I drifted into theatre at school, and that essentially led to the rest of my life.

What is the one thing that most people would
be surprised to learn about you?
I am not sure about that one. One could be from the fall of
!_PMV1_I[\PMÅMTLOWITSQKSMZWVUaPQOP[KPWWTNWW\ball team (Mercer Island, Washington), and I kicked a 40-yard
ÅMTLOWITWVUaÅZ[\IVLWVTaI\\MUX\L]ZQVO\PMMV\QZM[MI[WV)VW\PMZKW]TLJMQV\PMTI\M!¼[_PMV1OZIL]I\ML
from the National Theatre School of Canada (Montreal). A
10 Facility Manager Magazine

Continued

current one is perhaps that I spend a lot of my time training
QVÅZ[\IQLIUK]ZZMV\TaZI\MLI[IV-UMZOMVKa5MLQKIT:Msponder (EMR), and am a Canadian Ski Patrol Member who
patrols at one of the local mountains during the winter.

Many CVE and CVP test questions are written
based on U.S. governing regulations or laws.
What type of challenge do non-U.S. members
face when preparing for the test?
1\PQVS\PMJQOOM[\LQٺMZMVKM[TIaQV\PZMMIZMI[7VM),)TMOQ[TI\QWVLWM[V¼\M`Q[\QV+IVILIQV\PM[IUM_Ia\PI\Q\LWM[QV
\PM=;.WZUMQ\WVTaKIUM]X_PMV1LQLUaWZITM`IU1
answered by stating what I knew about ADA and then related
\PI\\WPW_Q\Å\QV\W+IVILQIVTI_[_PQKPWV\PQ[[]JRMK\\MVL
\WJMNWK][MLUWZMWVJ]QTLQVOKWLM[ZI\PMZ\PIV[XMKQÅKTMOQ[TI\QWV)VaIZMIWN LQٺMZMVKMQ[Y]M[\QWV[IJW]\IUXPQ\PMI\MZ[
There are very few of them in Canada, but are much more
prevalent in the U.S. The last area would be about the laws surZW]VLQVOO]VZQOP\[7XMVKIZZaI[IVM`IUXTMLWM[V¼\M`Q[\
here, so we never have to deal with the concept of how to manage an event in a venue, city, or state that embraces the idea.

Who are the mentors that you have relied on
through your career?
This kind of ties back to the question about what made me
want to pursue a CVE. I’ve never had a single person who was a
[XMKQÅKUW\Q^I\WZWZUMV\WZZMOIZLQVOUaKIZMMZ?PI\1PI^M
had is a series of people I have met and encouraged me along
the way. Seeing the people I respect and call friends being successful, empowered, and inclusive has set a very high bar. That
is essentially what has been my mentor by trying to emulate the
work, ethics, and high standards of a group of people rather
than just one individual.

Is there anything else you would like to share or
add so people will get to know you better?
Just that I believe in honour, high ethical standards, hard work,
and being reasonable in all my decisions. Those have been
some basic tenants of how I try and conduct myself in both
business and friendships. I think if you go through your day,
week, month, etc., with those basic beliefs then you will end up
being successful. FM
Beth Wade, CVE, is director of the Berry Center in Houston, Texas.

BALANCING ACT
Finding the right blend between work and life can be achieved in various ways

By Jack Wentzell
One of the most discussed topics across all verticals of business
of late is the elusive subject of work-life balance. Everyone wants to
achieve their optimal balance of success and productivity at work
XIQZML_Q\PIN]TÅTTQVOTQNMW]\[QLM\PMWٻKM1N aW]_MZM\W\aXM\PM
\MZUQV\WaW]ZNI^WZQ\M[MIZKPMVOQVMaW]_W]TLÅVLVW[PWZ\IOMWN 
LMÅVQ\QWV[[\]LQM[IVLZMILQVOUI\MZQITWV\PM[]JRMK\5QTTMVVQIT[
in particular, have brought this issue to the forefront, as a result of
\PMQZKWTTMK\Q^M[M\WN ^IT]M[)[IaW]VOXZWNM[[QWVITQV\PMÅMTLWN 
venue management, I’d like to share some of my views on the topic
and how it pertains to us within IAVM.
I’ve been involved in stadium and arena operations since my
freshman year on the campus of Syracuse University. In the fall of
2010, I began working changeovers at the University’s iconic football/basketball/lacrosse venue, the Carrier Dome. From very early
WV1OIQVMLM`XW[]ZM\W\PMOZ]MTQVOVI\]ZMWN \PQ[_WZS
As my career aspirations began to take shape in college, the atypical conditions of working in sports and entertainment became clear
\WUM1VILLQ\QWV\WUaÅZ[\PIVLM`XMZQMVKM_WZSQVO\PZW]OPW]\
college, my sport management professors deserve credit for emphasizing the time commitment necessary to embark on this career.
They made it clear that if we were serious about this as our path, we
needed to be prepared to work longer hours and make less money
than many of our peers.
We all make choices in life, and therefore we all must weigh the
KWV[MY]MVKM[<PMLMKQ[QWV\WMV\MZ\PQ[ÅMTLKIUM_Q\PZIUQÅKItions, of which I was well aware. In the end, we must all decide if
the reward is worth the commitment. Nobody is trapped or forced
\W_WZSQV^MV]MUIVIOMUMV\?MLW[WJMKI][M_MTW^M\PMM`KQ\MUMV\IVLZ][PWN TQ^MM^MV\[)T\PW]OPQVKZMI[QVOTaLQٻK]T\\W
fathom with age, we could all step away at any given moment, but
_PI\MT[MKW]TLXZW^QLM][\PMN]TÅTTUMV\IVLX]ZXW[M_MK]ZZMV\Ta
achieve in our ever-evolving occupations?
)[IaMIZWTLQVIUIVIOMZZWTM_Q\PQVIZMVIWXMZI\QWV[1¼U
in an especially demanding position when it comes to work-life balance. My department blows past the 40-hour work week on a rou\QVMJI[Q[IVLQ[M`XMK\ML\WW^MZ[MMI[\IٺZW]\QVMTaZMY]QZQVO
[]XXWZ\IVLI\\MV\QWV<PMZMIZMINM_[XMKQÅK_Ia[1KWUJI\\PM
LZIQVQVOMٺMK\\PQ[KIVPI^MWVW]ZXMZ[WVITTQ^M[1[\ZQ^M\WKZMI\M
an environment amongst my fellow managers in which we are equally knowledgeable and capable of serving as MOD. We prioritize
planning and proactively updating calendars to anticipate our most
strenuous periods of work. Additionally, I nurture the development
of our part-time supervisors to empower them to take responsibility
and pride in the department.
?WZSTQNMJITIVKMKWV\ZQJ]\M[\W_IZLIVLQ[]T\QUI\MTaIVM`\MV[QWVWN\PMPIXXQVM[[_M¼^MITT[M\W]\\WÅVLI[P]UIVJMQVO[<P][
Q\KIVVW\JMUMI[]ZMLWVI[QVOTM]VQNWZU[KITMWZI¹WVM[QbMÅ\[
all” model. Each one of us needs to discover how we achieve happiVM[[IVL_PMZMW]ZRWJ[Å\QV\W\PMMY]I\QWV4QSMUW[\\PQVO[\PQ[

will change over
time. We cannot
predict the twists
and turns which
lie ahead for us
personally nor
professionally.
IAVM is made
up of individuals
from all ages and
backgrounds. All
of our membership could speak
to their ideas
when it comes to
achieving worklife balance. I’m
sure there’d be
unique perspectives from those
of us with and without spouses and children.
5aIJQTQ\aIVL_QTTQVOVM[[\WZMTWKI\MITTW_MLUM\W[MK]ZMUaÅZ[\
N]TT\QUM WXXWZ\]VQ\a QV \PM ÅMTL WVTa NW]Z UWV\P[ IN\MZ OZIL]I\QVO
from SU. Soon thereafter, it allowed me to step into roles at Spectra
and, most recently, the NBA’s Atlanta Hawks. Although my current
UWJQTMIVL[QVOTM[\I\][UIaKWV\ZQJ]\M\W\PMVM`\[\MXNWZ_IZLQV
my career, I don’t have a crystal ball telling me when and where the
VM`\WXXWZ\]VQ\a_QTTXZM[MV\Q\[MTN WZPW_Ua[\I\][_QTTM^WT^MQV\PM
future. While some may view it as a daunting or scary proposition, I
KPWW[M\W^QM_\PM]VKMZ\IQV\aI[N]VIVLM`KQ\QVO
7VILIa\WLIaTM^MTUIVaWN ][NMMT\PMMٺMK\[WN I[\ZM[[N]T_WZS
environment. We are inundated with emails and time-sensitive projects which coincide with our ever-present event schedule. On a weekly
basis, it’s important for us to make time for activities outside of work
_PQKP _QTT PMTX ][ ZMTI` ) KW]XTM PWJJQM[ 1 PI^M KPW[MV \W X]Z[]M
are golf and running. Both allow me to partake individually when in
a time crunch, as well as socially when I’m able to align with friends’
schedules. Both are challenging yet calming in their peaceful, quiet
[M\\QVO[ <PMa¼ZM XIZ\QK]TIZTa _MTT R]`\IXW[ML IOIQV[\ \PM WN\MV TW]L
and stimulating environment of an arena.
As my career progresses to new facilities, roles, and responsibilities, I
M`XMK\UaXMZ[WVITTQNM\WM^WT^MZQOP\ITWVO[QLMQ\)[]VQY]MKPITTMVOes arise, I plan to lean on my loved ones and mentors for advice on how
to navigate them. While the enormity of achieving health, happiness,
and balance can feel like a lot for one person to manage, it’s important
to remember we’re not alone! FM
Jack Wentzell is Conversion Operations Manager for the Atlanta Hawks & State
Farm Arena in Atlanta, Georgia.
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Partnerships – A Mutually Beneficial Relationship
Sean Daly – Associate Professor of Sport, Entertainment, & Event Management
Johnson & Wales University – Denver
VA Hayman–Barber – Director, Experiential Education & Career Services
Johnson & Wales University – Denver

<PM^MV]MUIVIOMUMV\QVL][\ZaPI[IPQ[\WZaWN ZMTaQVOWVIVL[]XXWZ\QVO\PMVM`\OMVMZI\QWVWN XZWNM[[QWVIT[<PI\[IQLKZMI\QVOINWZUIT
ZMTI\QWV[PQX_Q\PIVQV[\Q\]\QWVWN PQOPMZML]KI\QWVKIVXZW^QLMI^IZQM\aWN U]\]ITTaJMVMÅKQITW]\KWUM[\PI\IZMMI[a\W[M\]XIVLWXMZI\M
According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, the average 20-24-year-old stays at one job an average of 1.3 years. Turnover, employee retention, and the time it takes to manage a selection process, can be a big drain on managers within any business. If you and your organization are
feeling the strains of such a situation, we have a solution for you. By developing a strategic partnership with local colleges and universities, your
organization can develop a talent pipeline, create innovative and engaging training programs, and spend more time where it matters, developing
IVLWXMZI\QVOM`KQ\QVOIVLXZWÅ\IJTMM^MV\[
A university is a powerful resource for your organization that may include opportunities for faculty and students to perform research and
XZW^QLMNMMLJIKSWVKI[M[\]LQM[[WT^MJ][QVM[[XZWJTMU[IVLÅTTI\ZIQVQVOVMML1VWZLMZ\WJ]QTLI[\ZWVOMZZMTI\QWV[PQX_Q\PIVaKWTTMOMWZ
university you might consider:

Developing an academic partnership...

Developing a stronger internship or mentoring program; and/or...

Connecting with the university’s alumni association.

Kimberly Mahoney, Ph.D., CVP, is assistant professor in the College of Business Sport Management Department, and Gil Fried, J.D., is professor - chair in the College of Business Sport Management Department, both
at the University of New Haven.
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THE FACILITY DOCTORS
CONTINUED
ACADEMIC PARTNERSHIPS
<WJMOQVLM^MTWXQVOIVIKILMUQKXIZ\VMZ[PQX_Q\PITWKITKWTTMOMWZ]VQ^MZ[Q\aaW]UQOP\[\IZ\JaKWV[QLMZQVOQN \PMaWٺMZK]ZZQK]T]UQVIV
IZMI\PI\Q[KWUXTQUMV\IZa\WaW]ZIZMIWN VMMLWZJ][QVM[[N]VK\QWV5IVaQV[\Q\]\QWV[WٺMZXZWOZIU[QVPW[XQ\ITQ\aNWWL[MZ^QKMUIVIOMUMV\
^MV]MUIVIOMUMV\M^MV\UIVIOMUMV\MV\MZ\IQVUMV\UIVIOMUMV\XMZNWZUQVOIZ\[UIVIOMUMV\IVLUIVaW\PMZ[+]ZZMV\Ta2WPV[WV
Wales University and Delaware North (Boston Bruins and TD Bank Arena) have a partnership that, among other things, provides their employees with discounted educational opportunities, while providing students with internships and faculty with research opportunities to help them
solve business-related problems.
Initiating conversations related to an academic partnership can begin with a visit to campus that includes a meeting with faculty and career
[MZ^QKM[[\I\\)ٺMVLQVOIKIZMMZNIQZ[MZ^QVOWVIVMUXTWaMMXIVMTWZ^WT]V\MMZQVO\WUMV\WZI[\]LMV\_QTTOQ^MaW]I\Z]M[MV[MWN \PM[\]LMV\
M`XMZQMVKMIVL\PMKWVVMK\QWVJM\_MMVQVL][\ZaIVLIKILMUQK[1N aW]ZWZOIVQbI\QWV]\QTQbM[XIZ\\QUMWZ[MI[WVITMUXTWaMM[KWV[QLMZMVOIOQVO_Q\P[\]LMV\[JaWٺMZQVOXIZ\\QUM_WZS[PILW_QVOL]ZQVOIVM^MV\WZPW[\QVOI[\]LMV\NWZILIa\W[MMITT\PMI[XMK\[WN \PMWXMZI\QWV
When both organizations have goals related to research, innovation/development, and helping students/graduates get internships and jobs, a
XIZ\VMZ[PQXKIVJMIU]\]ITTaJMVMÅKQITIVLKW[\MٺMK\Q^MWX\QWV)OWWL[\IZ\QVOXWQV\NWZKZMI\QVOIVIKILMUQKXIZ\VMZ[PQXUQOP\JM\W[QUXTa
invite senior venue leadership and university faculty to meet, tour the venue, and open a dialogue regarding respective needs and opportunities
to collaborate.

MENTORING PROGRAMS
Developing a partnership with any local college or university requires thoughtful strategy and consideration regarding what this investment
NWZaW]ZKWUXIVaIVL\PM]VQ^MZ[Q\a[PW]TLTWWSTQSM;\]LMV\[_PWPI^MXIZ\QKQXI\MLQVIUMV\WZQVOXZWOZIUQVI[XMKQÅKQVL][\ZaZM\IQVI\I
ZI\MWN  PQOPMZ\PIV\PW[M_PWLWVW\XIZ\QKQXI\M8WWZ*ZW_V<PQ[[PW_[][\PI\LM^MTWXQVOIZMTI\QWV[PQX_Q\PI]VQ^MZ[Q\aTQSM
a mentoring program, would help both the university and industry partner develop and guide students into future careers in venue and event
UIVIOMUMV\5MV\WZXZWOZIU[PMTX[\]LMV\[KWVVMK\_Q\PaW]ZWZOIVQbI\QWV_PQTMN]Z\PMZLM^MTWXQVOaW]Z[\IٺUMUJMZ¼[KWUU]VQKI\QWV
development, and leadership skills.
When developing a mentor program, there should be a focus on two-way dialogue that allows for both the mentor and mentee to develop and
OZW_XZWNM[[QWVITTaIVLQV\MZXMZ[WVITTa.IZMTT>IVLM*ZIIU;]KKM[[N]TUMV\WZQVOXZWOZIU[_Q\P]VQ^MZ[Q\QM[_W]TLXIQZ[MI[WVML
industry veterans with students who are close to graduation and are making decisions about which industry and organization to apply to for their
internship or entry-level position. Best practices in developing mentorship programs include: developing commonly agreed upon measureable
goals (vocational and life), pair students with an engaging and caring professional who is also a good communicator, develop a consistent and
regular meeting schedule (in person, phone, or virtual), and often involve alumni from the university.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS
?MWN\MV[MMOZIL]I\M[KWUMJIKS\WKWVVMK\_Q\PIVLPQZMK]ZZMV\[\]LMV\[.]Z\PMZUWZMIT]UVQIZMZMO]TIZTaXZWÅTMLQV]VQ^MZ[Q\aILUQ[[QWV[IVLUIZSM\QVOUI\MZQIT[_PQKPIT[WJMVMÅ\[\PMWZOIVQbI\QWV[_PMZM\PMa_WZS,M^MTWXQVOI\ITMV\NMMLMZ[a[\MU\PZW]OPIVIT]UVQ
VM\_WZSKIVZML]KMPQZQVOKW[\[QVKZMI[MWVJWIZLQVOMٻKQMVKQM[IVLQUXZW^MMUXTWaMMZM\MV\QWVZI\M[?Q\P\PM[MMٻKQMVKQM[QVXTIKMaW]
can spend more time working on the key priorities in your venue. According to Gen-Z Raising (a multi-country report on university graduates),
ZMKMV\OZIL]I\M[IZM`UWZMTQSMTa\W[\IaQN \PMQZ[SQTT[IZMN]TTa]\QTQbML.]Z\PMZUWZM\PMZMXWZ\M`XTIQV[\PI\ZMKMV\OZIL]I\M[_IV\\W_WZS
NWZTIZOMZÅZU[J]\WVTaQN \PMa]VLMZ[\IVLPW_\PI\WZOIVQbI\QWVXTIV[\WXZW^QLMLM^MTWXUMV\WXXWZ\]VQ\QM[\PMaKIV][M\WTM^MZIOM\PMQZ
education and advance their careers. Starting a strategic and meaningful relationship with a university will help you solve business problems,
_PQTMNW[\MZQVO\PMLM^MTWXUMV\WN IPIXXaIVLMVOIOML[\Iٺ
Developing a formal partnership with a college or university can provide a valuable return on investment for the both the university and the
organization. Developing a mentor program or educational partnership can help your organization develop and retain young talent, utilize the
QV\MTTMK\]ITXZWXMZ\aIVL^IT]MWN ]XXMZTM^MTUIVIOMZ[IVLM`MK]\Q^M[IVLKIV[MZ^MI[^IT]IJTMUIZSM\QVOUI\MZQIT[\WI\\ZIK\VM_[\]LMV\[\W
the university or employees to your organization. All organizations look for a way to attract the best talent, and programs like the ones mentioned
above can be just that for you. If you have questions about how your organization can identify and develop a stronger relationship with a local
college or university, please feel free to contact us. FM
IAVM
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YO U R F O U N D AT I O N

YO U R F U T U R E
Paul Cramer, CVE, IAVM Foundation Trustee
As one of your IAVM Foundation trustees, I am honored to serve
a foundation that does so much for our amazing association. I am
challenging my fellow IAVM members to make it a mission to help
W]ZNW]VLI\QWV\PZQ^MIVLÆW]ZQ[PW^MZ\PMVM`\[M^MZITaMIZ[1MVcourage you to ask your venue, local governments and/or foundations to follow our facility in gifting $1,000 per year on behalf of
your venue to the foundation that supports our entire industry. We
all give to our local community, including sponsorships of all kinds
and various ads to promote our facilities. By giving to this campaign,
you will be providing funds to research and develop important safety
and recovery initiatives that can help us better manage the issues of
today and tomorrow. Every day we are seeing more and more active shooter or crowd management issues in the news. Keeping our
entire industry current, developing our people, and investing in your
foundation today are the best ways to keep our facilities professionally running and safe for our public to enjoy.
Historically, we have only asked the individual members to contribute to the foundation. Today, we are asking the facility itself to
contribute. We are a small building in Athens, Georgia. We have a
convention center, performing arts theatre, and small arena. IAVM
\ZIQVQVOPI[JMMV\PMSMa\WW]ZNIKQTQ\a¼[[]KKM[[_PQKPQ[ÆW]ZQ[PQVO
today due to the professional training and development our team
has received from IAVM and our foundation. Asking our board to
contribute to the foundation may have been the easiest ask of any
N]VLZIQ[QVOQVQ\QI\Q^M1PI^MM^MZLWVM<PMa[MM\PMLQٺMZMVKMW]Z
foundation has made and swiftly invested.
<PM.W]VLI\QWVPI[_WZSMLW^MZ\PMXI[\aMIZ\WLM^MTWXIÅ^M
step strategic plan, which includes the following:

• Ask for strategic alliance partnerships with major league sports
:MIKPW]\\WW]ZITTQMLI[[WKQI\M[\WÅVLXIZ\VMZ[PQX[\PI\_WZS
and help fund the foundation
• Ask building managers to solicit support from local vendors not
in our allied member program that see the value in investing in
the strengthening of our industry - as we prosper so too will those
vendors
We are also growing the future of IAVM by supporting programs
that are vital to the future of our workforce through our 30|Under|30
program. We are providing the resources that make scholarship proOZIU[XW[[QJTM\WJZQVOW^MZ[\]LMV\[\WW]ZIVV]ITKWVNMZMVKM?M
helped fund and pioneer programs like Venue Management School
IVL  \PM ITTQUXWZ\IV\ · ;MVQWZ -`MK]\Q^M ;aUXW[Q]U ?M PMILML
up our diversity initiative and have really reinforced our organization
by strengthening, educating, and protecting those individuals in our
industry.
Various facilities have various restrictions; some cannot contribute
gifts, others can only provide training, or some may only be able to
support through sponsorship giving. Whatever you can do to help is
greatly appreciated. I would encourage you to think of what your venue can do to support this outstanding foundation, so it can continue to
be there for you in the future.
Join me in investing in our industry initiatives by supporting the
Foundation with a personal gift and a contribution from your venue.
Together we can build a stronger Foundation and an amazing future
NWZW]ZQVL][\Za1XZWUQ[MaW]_QTT[MM\PMJMVMÅ\[ FM
Paul Cramer is the Executive Director of the Classic Center in Athens, Georgia.

• Continue to encourage all members to give directly to the
Foundation that gives back so much to our association;
• Ask the facilities themselves to provide funding for continued
research, education and training in order to keep our facilities
up-to-date on professional development

YOUR FOUNDATION.
YOUR FUTURE.

INVEST IN YOUR FOUNDATION. INVEST IN YOUR
FUTURE. VISIT WWW.IAVM.ORG/INVEST TO
GIVE TO THE IAVM FOUNDATION TODAY!
14 Facility Manager Magazine
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IF I WASN’T DOING THIS, I’D BE:
Sitting on a beach with a tropical drink. But seriously, I would
be a teacher.

Shawn Brown at the Verizon Arena. I am just growing my relation[PQX_Q\P;PI_VJ]\1ÅVLPQU\WJMZM[XWV[Q^MIVLZMILa\WR]UX
in and lend a helping hand at a moment’s notice.

MOST IMPRESSIVE PERSON I’VE EVER MET:
Dr. Maya Angelou. Not just impressive, but an amazing woman!
<PQ[QVL][\ZaPI[IٺWZLMLUM[WUIVaWXXWZ\]VQ\QM[J]\_PMV
I met Dr. Angelou at an event, I melted in her presence. She was
engaging, graceful, and kind. Her book, “I Know Why the Caged
Bird Sings,” remains one of my favorites.

ONE OF MY GOALS FOR THIS YEAR IS TO:
+WV\QV]M \W XZW^QLM M`KMTTMVKM \W Ua KTQMV\[ LQZMK\ ZMXWZ\[ IVL
company in every way, to grow our business, and to have a positive
impact.

I UNWIND BY:
+WWSQVOJMKI][MQ\ITTW_[UM\WZMTI`IVLNWK][M[XMKQITTaQN 1
am preparing a new recipe. But I also like to watch old movies
IVL^QV\IOM[Q\KWU[[]KPI[<PM)VLa/ZQ\ٻP;PW_
ON MY DESK RIGHT NOW IS:
Two monitors, iPad, phones, a handful of red grapes (trying to
eat healthy snacks), work/project related documents, my notebook (I carry it everywhere), and a greeting card with words of
inspiration sent from a client.
MY FAVORITE IAVM PROGRAM/CONFERENCE/
EVENT/SESSION I EVER ATTENDED WAS:
;WUIVaKWUM\WUQVLJ]\I\]ZVQVOXWQV\NWZUM_I[\PM
VenueConnect in Nashville and the Diversity Reception led by
Robyn Williams. What an amazing fundraising event! I made
new industry friends that day and came away with a renewed
sense of commitment to IAVM.
IF I WERE ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE SEATS, I’D
BE:
Door greeter or usher. This is an awesome way to meet new people. I would get to smile all day.
ONE TRAIT AN UP-AND-COMING VENUE MANAGER
SHOULD HAVE IS:
Be humble.
ONE UP-AND-COMING
INDUSTRY IS:
16 Facility Manager Magazine
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HOW DO YOU PLAN TO HELP ELEVATE THE
PROFESSION?
By remaining enthusiastic, supportive, committed, and engaged
with IAVM and the industry as a whole. I will join others to ensure
that all are represented as we tackle Diversity and Inclusiveness as
IV WZOIVQbI\QWV IVL W]Z KWVNMZMVKM XZWOZIUUQVO Q[ ZMÆMK\ML I[
such.
WHERE DO YOU SEE NEW GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE PROFESSION?
There are two areas that I believe will continue to impact our industry and our venues: technology (infrastructure) and security. I
\PQVS\PMZM_QTTJMIOZW_QVOVMML\WXMZ[WVITQbM\PMI\\MVLMMM`perience all the way up to securing our venues.
HOW DO YOU STAY CURRENT WITH INDUSTRY
TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENTS?
I read industry publications, staying in touch with other industry
friends, attending conferences such as IAVM and IAEE. I also enjoy reading the daily digest from PCMA. Lastly, I follow some industry organizations on LinkedIn and Twitter.
WHO ARE THREE PEOPLE YOU’D INVITE TO A DINNER PARTY AND WHY?
Oprah Winfrey, Stephen Covey, and Martha Stewart. There is so
much to learn from all of them, and this dinner would likely go on
for hours. I selected Oprah, simply because she is a phenomenal
woman, inspirational, and transformative; Stephen Covey wrote a
book that helped to shape me as an upcoming leader; lastly, Martha
;\M_IZ\JMKI][M[PMPI[[WU]KP\WWٺMZM[XMKQITTaI[IJ][QVM[[
leader. FM

Lucy, You Got Some ‘Splainin’ to Do
By Jill Schinberg, MFA
A friend and colleague of mine recently got curious about the
term “mansplaining.” I don’t know what sparked his curiosity, and
frankly, at the time, I failed to ask. He reached out to me for an
M`XTIVI\QWV¸XMZPIX[JMKI][MWN <PM/MVLMZ/IX[M[[QWV[1PI^M
spearheaded at VenueConnect recently. Whatever his reason, feeling
a bit insecure about my ability to give what felt like a delicate inquiry
Q\[L]M1[MV\PQUITQVS\W\PM :MJMKKI;WTVQ\IZ\QKTM¹5MV
-`XTIQV <PQVO[ <W 5Mº \PI\ OI^M ZQ[M \W \PM VW_ KWUUWVXTIKM
\MZU7]ZJZQMN \M`\UM[[IOMM`KPIVOMW^MZ\PMKW]Z[MWN \PMNWTlowing days was illuminating:
Tue, Oct 23, 10:44 PM
Him: Afraid to read it.
Me: I think you’re going to be ok. And, actually, I think you’ll like this essay.
Don’t be afraid. She (nor I) will laugh.
;WTVQ\ LQL VW\ WZQOQVI\M \PM \MZU ¹UIV[XTIQVQVOº 1\ _I[ ÅZ[\
spotted in the comments section of a LiveJournal blog post shortly
IN\MZ\PMM[[Ia¼[X]JTQKI\QWV)KKWZLQVO\W\PM7`NWZL-VOTQ[P,QK\QWVIZa¼[UW[\ZMKMV\WVTQVMMLQ\QWV ¹UIV[XTIQVºQ[LMÅVMLI[
¹7N IUIV"\WM`XTIQV[WUM\PQVOVMMLTM[[TaW^MZJMIZQVOTaWZKWVdescendingly, esp. (typically when addressing a woman) in a manner
thought to reveal a patronizing or chauvinistic attitude.”
A quick Google search turns up related terms such as “cavemansplaining,” which might give you some sense of how long we’ve
perceived the behavior to be part of our culture, and culture is a
central part of this discussion. We have been acculturated to accept
\PMM`XMZQMVKM[WN »[XTIQVQVOIVLJMQVO»[XTIQVML\WI[KPQTLZMVIVL
throughout adulthood. Starting with parents and teachers, we learn
to negotiate power dynamics in all of our relationships. Power comes
_Q\PIV]UJMZWN MV\Q\TMUMV\[¸QVKT]LQVOSVW_TMLOM<PQ[Q[XZMcisely why a power imbalance, as found between underrepresented
identities and privileged classes, can be uncomfortable to acknowledge and understand for ourselves and with each other. But, it can
also be seductive. Knowledge is, by nature, irresistible.
<P]7K\"!)5
Him: Couldn’t help it: read it.
<P]7K\!")5
Me: I think she’s very smart--hard to resist.
;I\7K\"85
Him: Arg. I was caught momentarily mansplaining the article about mansplaining. I want to crawl under a rock.
?MTQ^MQVI]VQY]M\QUMQVPQ[\WZa_PMV_MIZMXZQUMLNWZ[MTNM`amination and to, when needed, modify our behavior. We are asking
ourselves what impact this might have in the workplace and how we
might take responsibility for changing it. Revisiting power dynamics is
IVQUXWZ\IV\XTIKM\W[\IZ\+WV[QLMZ\PMLQٺMZMVKM[JM\_MMVNMMTQVO
»[XTIQVML\WJaaW]Z[]XMZ^Q[WZIXMMZIVLI[]JWZLQVI\M;MZQW][Ta
    \PQVS IJW]\ Q\ 1¼TT _IQ\ 1\ NMMT[ LQٺMZMV\ JMKI][M \PMZM Q[ I
XW_MZLQٺMZMV\QITJM\_MMV\PMXMWXTMQV^WT^MLQV\_WWN \PM\PZMM
scenarios. So, what can you do if you feel someone is ’splaining you

or someone else? You can intervene. Call it as you see it . . . gently. I
know, this requires vulnerability. Will it be uncomfortable? Probably.
)_S_IZL'5IaJM?WZ\PQ\',MÅVQ\MTa
Mansplaining has been easy to do and hard to resist since long beNWZM\PMWZQOQVWN \PM_WZLIVLWN\MVM`MUXTQÅMLQVXWX]TIZK]T\]ZM
4]KaWN \PM+*;\MTM^Q[QWV[Q\KWU14W^M4]Ka!!_I[ZMO]TIZTaIVLP]UWZW][TaKITTML]XWV\WM`XTIQVPMZIV\QK[<PM[]J\M`\WN 
KWV[\IV\TaM`XTIQVQVOPMZ[MTN Q[\PI\[PMU][\R][\QNaPMZXZM[MVKMQVI
patriarchal space. Conversely, so-called mansplainers do this on behalf
WN \PMTQ[\MVMZ\aXQKITTa\PW]OPVW\M`KT][Q^MTa_WUMVJaQV\MZZ]X\QVO[XMISQVOW^MZZMXMI\QVOWZM`XTIQVQVO[WUM\PQVO\PI\\PMTQ[\MVMZ UIa ITZMILa JM SVW_TMLOMIJTM IJW]\¸IVL QV [WUM KI[M[ JM\\MZ
QVNWZUMLIJW]\\PIV\PM»[XTIQVMZ<PMNIK\WN \PMUI\\MZQ[VWJWLa
TQSM[\WJM»[XTIQVMLIVLVWWVM[PW]TLPI^M\W»[XTIQV\PMU[MT^M[¸
ÅK\QWVIT\MTM^Q[QWVKPIZIK\MZWZVW\
Let me be clear. Men are not the only ones guilty of this practice.
Women do it, too. Further, while mansplaining illustrates a man’s
perceived power, it’s not only the occasional cultural icon who is
JTIUM_WZ\Pa IVL »[XTIQVQVO Q[V¼\ [QUXTa OMVLMZML 0I^M aW] M^MZ
been white-splained? Straight-splained? Mom-splained? Disrupting
one social norm can inadvertently cause instability of other norms,
IVL[WUM\QUM[\PI\LQ[Z]X\QWVQ[M`IK\Ta_PI\Q[VMMLML
In her recent article Diversity is the New Denim Jacket, Kletra Newton
reveals,
I’ve lost count of the number of times that I have been spoken over or completely disregarded in diverse settings, irrespective of my experience on the subject
matter and still receive the inquisitive look from those trying to understand my
presence at all (2018, 20).
From her words alone, we don’t know if she is referencing mansplaining, racesplaining, or otherwise. However, even without the full
KWV\M`\_M[MV[M\PMVWZUITQbI\QWVWN LQ[ZM[XMK\IVLLQ[UQ[[ITWN [PM
_PWQ[»[XTIQVML4QSM6M_\WV¼[KWTTMIO]M[_MITTVMML\W_WZSWV[M\\QVOI[QLMI[[]UX\QWV[<PMM`XMZQMVKMWN ZMKWOVQbQVOW]ZMUJWLQML
behaviors is complicated, slow, and often painful. These sensations,
however, are the learning pains of teaching ourselves how to do the
thing we learn to do when our spouse, co-worker, or employee inter^MVM[IVLXWQV\[W]\W]Z»[XTIQVQVO
In the words of social science researcher Brené Brown, vulnerability
Q[IXIZILW`M`XTIQVQVO\PI\¹1\¼[\PMÅZ[\\PQVO1TWWSNWZQVaW]IVL
\PMTI[\\PQVO1_IV\aW]\W[MMQVUMº<PQ[XIZILW`_WZS[QV\IVLMU
with social changes which lead culture shifts. With a single action, my
friend instigated one such shift that is likely to permeate his personal
IVL XZWNM[[QWVIT ZMTI\QWV[PQX[¸VW\ LM[XQ\M J]\ JMKI][M WN \PM LQ[comfort it caused him. Neither he, nor any of us, will ever have enough
perspective to identify all of our biases. Sometimes, we will have to
IKKMX\\PI\\PMZMITTaOWWL[\]ٺKWUM[_PMV[WUMWVMMT[MKITT[][W]\
(hopefully gently) . . . even if it makes us feel like we want to “crawl
under a rock.” FM
Acknowledgements: Lauren Hill, Margaret McGladrey, PhD, Jenn Fishman, PhD,
:>*I]O][IVL\PM1)>5,Q^MZ[Q\a1VKT][Q^M4MILMZ[PQX+WUUQ\\MM

Jill Schinberg, MFA, is assistant professor in the Department of Arts Administration at the University of Kentucky in Lexington.
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IN THE QUIRKS
By Glen Mikkelsen, CVE

A SPORT OF LIFE & DEATH
In the 21st Century, many of our facilities are built
around and are reliant upon team sports - they are a critical foundation of our business. The teams are the pride
of our communities and economic drivers of our venues.
Considering how vital they are, do you know what is the
oldest known team sport
in the world? A sport
UWZM[QOVQÅKIV\\PIV\Wday’s soccer (football), to
its nations?
It turns out, the Mesoamerican ball game
known broadly today
as Ulama, is recognized
as the planet’s oldest
known team sport. It
was believed to have
been played from Arizona all the way south to
Paraguay (Mesoamerica
includes a cultural area
NZWU KMV\ZIT 5M`QKW \W
northern Costa Rica),
and it was played almost
1,000 years before the
QV\ZWL]K\QWV WN  \PM ÅZ[\
Greek Olympic Games.
The Mayans called
the sport Pok a Tok. The
Aztecs called it Tlachtli, while presently it is
most commonly known
as Ulama. It was a game
not for the weak. It was
connected to war, religion, and sport, and contestants could lose their
lives, both during, and after, the game.
The game was most popular with the Olmec, Aztec, and
Mayan civilizations, but it was played across the region.
Using radiocarbon dating, the court in Paso de la Amada,
5M`QKW Q[ \PM WTLM[\ SVW_V JITT KW]Z\ I\ IXXZW`QUI\MTa
aMIZ[WTL
Around 1,300 ball courts have been discovered. The Aztecs called the courts tlachtli or tlachco. Typically, they were in
the shape of a capital I - with two perpendicular end zones
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at each end of the court. The largest concentration of ball
courts is found in the Mayan area of the Yucatan Peninsula,
IVL\PMZM_MZMWN\MV[M^MZITKW]Z\[QVIKQ\a.WZM`IUXTM\PM
city of Cantona has 24 courts, and El Tajin has at least 11
courts.
The typical sized court
ZIVOMLIZW]VL!NMM\QV
comparison, a basketball
KW]Z\ Q[ ! NMM\ TWVO J]\
courts did vary in size. To
illustrate, the Ceremonial
Court in Tikal was smallMZ\PIVI\MVVQ[KW]Z\·
NMM\ Ja  NMM\ _PMZMI[
the Great Ballcourt in the
Mayan city of Chichen
1\bI_I[NMM\Ja! NMM\
– nearly as big as an NFL
NWW\JITTÅMTL
Generally, each side of
the court was bordered by
parallel stone walls. These
walls might be perpendic]TIZ[\ZIQOP\]XLW_V
or they might slope up_IZL[ NZWU \PM ÆI\ KW]Z\
Surrounding the court
were locations for judges,
spectators, plus the nobles
and elite of society.
In comparison to the
advertisements
ringing
today’s courts of play, the
ball court’s walls were often plastered and brightly
painted. Rather than beer
ads, these courts had art of
jaguars, serpents, and raptors, plus representations of human
[IKZQÅKMKWVVMK\QVO\PMOIUM[\W\PMLQ^QVM
The precise game rules were lost after the Spanish coloVQbML\PMZMOQWVIVLJIVVML\PM[XWZ\QV\PM\P+MV\]Za
but by deciphering art, sculptures, and glyphs, historians have
tried to decipher the game’s rules. It is believed teams of two
\W[Q`UITMWVTaXTIaMZ[PIL\WPQ\I[WTQLZ]JJMZJITTIKZW[[
a line etched across the court. The ball was not allowed to
touch the ground. Players were not able to use their hands,

IN THE QUIRKS
continued
but used their padded hips, elbows, knees, and shoulders. Players
constantly threw themselves to the court’s surface to prevent the ball
from hitting the ground. Injuries were common.
On each side of the court, players used the stone walls to bounce
\PMJITT[W<ٺPMOIUM_I[[QUQTIZ\W^WTTMaJITTJ]\\PMZM_I[VW
net. Fouls were given when a team could not get the ball over the
centre line.
As the game evolved, the Maya added a stone hoop at the centre of either wall that the ball could pass through. This stone ring
_I[[M\IJW^M\PMXTIaMZ[¼PMQOP\IVLQ\_I[LQٻK]T\\WX]\\PMJITT
through the hoop. In various versions of the game, target markers
were also along the court, or players could gain points for talented
plays.
<PM Z]JJMZ[ JITT[ _MZM VW\ [WN\ <PMa _MQOPML JM\_MMV  \W 
pounds, and were 3 to 11 inches in diameter. Since they were solQL Z]JJMZ \PMa _MZM PIZL MVW]OP \W JZMIS JWVM[ IVL LMÅVQ\MTa
caused bruising. Players wore deerskin guards on their hips, thighs,
chin, cheek, and hands. In fact, seven rubber balls were discovered
XZM[MZ^MLQV\PMJWO[WN -T5IVI\Q·I\M[\IUMV\\W\PMQZÅZUVM[[
Spanish conquistadors reported that ulama players were incessantly bruised, with some bruised so severely that their skin had to be
lanced open.
Hernando Cortes, the conquistador of the Aztec empire, was so
impressed with the ball players, that he took some back to Spain to
UMM\ 3QVO +IZTW[ > ?MIZQVO WVTa \PM UI`\TI\T · \PM TWQVKTW\P ·
these muscular athletic men likely thrilled the Europeans with their
skill in hitting the rubber ball with their hips.
Today’s pro sports illicit fervent emotion, but these ball games had
IOZI^MZUWZMXW_MZN]TTM^MTWN [WKQIT[QOVQÅKIVKM1V5IaIVUathology, the game is tied to the story of the gods Vucub Hunahpu
and Hun Hunahpu. These two brothers annoyed the gods of the
underworld with their loud playing, so they were tricked into descending into Xibalba. Here, they were challenged to a ball game.
)TI[\PMaTW[\IVL0]V0]VIPX]PILPQ[PMILK]\Wٺ#NWZM\MTTQVOI
custom that would continue for earthbound players who lost a game.
It is also believed the religious nature of the sport helped divine
the sun’s destiny – guaranteeing the continued cosmic and universal order. The games were perceived as a contest between the sun
IOIQV[\ \PM UWWV IVL [\IZ[ · M`XZM[[QVO \PM QUXTQKI\QWV[ WN  TQOP\
versus dark – and potentially the struggle between good and evil.
Furthermore, the spin and movement of the ball represented the sun
traveling across the sky.
With religious connotations tied to the games, the losing team’s
KIX\IQVWZXMZPIX[M^MV\PMMV\QZMTW[QVO\MIU_MZM[IKZQÅKML\W
\PMOWL[NWTTW_QVO\PMUI\KPM[,M[KZQX\QWV[WN \PM[M[IKZQÅKM[_MZM

carved into the stonework surrounding the courts. At the South ball
court at El Tajin and at Chichen Itza – a relief panel illustrates two
opposing teams of seven players, with one player being decapitated by
the other captain, (or by a priest). At other courts, tzompantlis were
installed (tzompantlis featured bars connected to wooden posts, and
these bars were adorned with the skulls of severed heads). The Mayans
even created a ball game, where captives on the opposing team, once
vanquished in a game, were tied, used as “balls,” and callously rolled
LW_VÆQOP\[WN [\IQZ[
.WZVMIZTaaMIZ[=TIUI_I[TQSMTa\PMUW[\[QOVQÅKIV\\MIU
[XWZ\WV\PMXTIVM\1\[[QOVQÅKIVKMQV[WUMWN \PMUW[\XW_MZN]TKQ\QM[
in the world cannot be overstated. It was believed to help foretell the
N]\]ZM1\_I[IOIUMWN KPIVKMWN TQNMIVLWN [IKZQÅKMIVLQ\QVÆ]enced religions, kings, and religions, for generations of dynasties.
Interestingly, some historians dispute the decapitation happening
\W\PMTW[QVO\MIU;IKZQÅKQITLMI\P_I[VW\IV]VKWUUWVI[XMK\WN 
5M[WIUMZQKIVTQNMIVL\PMaJMTQM^MQ\_I[IVPWVW]Z\WJM[IKZQÅKML
So, some historians contest that it was the winning team who lost lives.
For the champions, this was considered the supreme honour.
1VLMMLQVQV5M`QKW+Q\aIZKPIMWTWOQ[\[]VMIZ\PML[M^MZMLUITMVMKS^MZ\MJZIMQVIXQTMR][\WٺIJITTKW]Z\)ZKPIMWTWOQ[\
:I]T*IZZMZI[IQL¹1\_I[IVWٺMZQVOI[[WKQI\ML_Q\P\PMJITTOIUM
R][\W\ٺPM[\IQZ_Ia<PM^MZ\MJZIMWZVMKS[[]ZMTaKIUMNZWU^QK\QU[
_PW_MZM[IKZQÅKMLWZLMKIXQ\I\MLº
Yet the game could also be played for peace. Reportedly, during the
\QUMWN \PM)b\MKMUXMZWZ)`IaIKI\TZI\PMZ\PIVOW\W_IZ\PMOIUM
_I[XTIaML\WZM[WT^MIKWVÆQK\_Q\PPQ[VMQOPJW]ZQVOZ]TMZQV\PMKQ\a
of Xochimilco.
Similar to today, gambling was a common activity amongst the fans.
In the Aztec empire, bets were wagered with anything from ornate
feathers, to land, and even to children. Losers sometimes needed to sell
\PMU[MT^M[QV\W^WT]V\IZa[TI^MZa\WXIaW\ٺPMQZOIUJTQVOLMJ\[-^MV
rival kings wagered on the games. One story tells of two kings: one bet
his market, the other bet his garden. The king betting his market lost,
but the winning king was murdered when the losing side’s contingency
OI\PMZML _Q\P PQU <PMa XZM[MV\ML \PM _QVVQVO SQVO _Q\P I ÆW_MZ
garland; with a leather strangling cord concealed inside.
.WZVMIZTaaMIZ[=TIUI_I[TQSMTa\PMUW[\[QOVQÅKIV\\MIU
[XWZ\WV\PMXTIVM\1\[[QOVQÅKIVKMQV[WUMWN \PMUW[\XW_MZN]TKQ\QM[
in the world cannot be overstated. It was believed to help foretell the
N]\]ZM1\_I[IOIUMWN KPIVKMWN TQNMIVLWN [IKZQÅKMIVLQ\QVÆ]enced religions, kings, and religions, for generations of dynasties. FM
Glen Mikkelsen, CVE, is general manager of the CN Centre in Prince George,
British Columbia, Canada.

Did You Know?
=TIUIQ[JMQVOZMQV\ZWL]KML\W+MV\ZIT)UMZQKI7ZOIVQbMZ[QV/]I\MUITI*MTQbM0WVL]ZI[IVL5M`QKWPI^MITTJMMV_WZSQVO
\WZM^Q^M\PQ[IVKQMV\OIUM1V)XZQTI\\PMIVKQMV\5IaIVKQ\aWN <MW\QP]IKIV\MIU[NZWU5M`QKWKWUXM\ML0MZM\MIU[
of seven players used a solid rubber ball, and used only their hips to propel the ball.
7ZOIVQbMZ)ZUIVLW7[WZQW[IQL¹?PI\1_IV\Q[NWZ][5M`QKIV[\WZMITQbM\PI\_MPI^MU]KPZQKPVM[[QVW]ZK]T\]ZMI[U]KP
I[QVIZ\[KZIN\[IVL[XWZ\[IVL_MW]OP\\WJMXZW]LJMKI][M_MIZM\PMÅZ[\KW]V\ZaQV\PM_WZTL\WPI^MIJITTOIUMº
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Safety (and Security)

First

By R.V. Baugus

AT&T STADIUM’S PAUL TURNER, CSSP, CVE,
LEADS BY SHINING EXAMPLE
Paul Turner, CSSP, CVE, surveyed the landscape from an empty suite at
AT&T Stadium in Arlington, Texas, onto the football playing field below.
7V\PQ[XIZ\QK]TIZ6W^MUJMZ_MMSLIa\PMÅMTLPILP]VLZML[WN
ÅMTLPILP]
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something that is very special. That’s really shaped my philosophy.”
Indeed, it is a career that has taken some remarkable twists for a
guy from SoCal whose most early association was to nothing less than
a euphonium. A what?

BEATING THE DRUM
<PQVSWN 8I]T<]ZVMZIVLQN aW]PI^MIVaaMIZ[WN M`XMZQMVKMQV
the public assembly venue profession, you likely check him as a stadium guy. Prior to coming to Dallas, Turner had started working in
2004 at Lincoln Financial Field for the Philadelphia Eagles. one year
after that stadium had opened. However, go back to the formative
aMIZ[IVLaW]ÅVLIaW]VO[\MZ_PWOZIL]I\MLNZWU<WZZIVKM+)
High School and went on to earn a degree in speech communication
at California State University, Long Beach. That degree came only
after Turner switched from a music education major.
Music was always a part of Turner’s life growing up. He was in his
high school marching band and became its drum major, a position
he would also gain with the college band. As for the instrument he
played, “Well, I played baritone horn. I usually tell people trombone
because they give me a look when I tell them I played a euphonium
(note: I just gave him that look). It’s pitched like a trombone, but looks
like a small tuba.”
Despite switching majors, the music and performance side stayed
with Turner, and he became introduced to what would eventually
become his career profession when he landed a position running the
recital hall on campus.
“I thought, you work on campus, you get paid. It isn’t a very hard
job. So, my sophomore year, I got the job and started running the
recital hall,” he said.
From there, Turner stayed involved in the music department, and
after serving as a technician for the recital hall, landed other positions
on campus including front-of-house manager work at the theater, as
_MTTI[\PM\QKSM\WٻKM
“So, I was kind of a jack-of-all-trades, and that’s what really got me
interested in facility management,” Turner said.

SAFETY (AND SECURITY) FIRST continued
<PI\]VLMZOZIL]I\MM`XMZQMVKMXIQLWٺPIVL[WUMTaNWZ<]ZVMZ
NWTTW_QVOOZIL]I\QWVQV! !_PMVPMRWQVML\PM\QKSM\WXMZI\QWV[
NWZ\PMVM_+MZZQ\W[+)+MV\MZNWZ\PM8MZNWZUQVO)Z\[<PMJ]QTLQVOPILVW\M^MVWXMVML_PMV<]ZVMZIVLW\PMZ[[M\]X[PWXQVI
\ZIQTMZ[MTTQVO\QKSM\[_PQTM\PM^MV]MKWUXTM\MLKWV[\Z]K\QWV;WUM
[Q`UWV\P[TI\MZ<]ZVMZ_I[VIUMLPW][MUIVIOMZIVL[\IaMLQV
\PMZWTMNWZ[WUMÅ^MaMIZ[
<]ZVMZTW^MLJ]QTLQVOPQ[WXMZI\QWVNZWU[KZI\KPIVLKZMLQ\[\PI\
MV\ZuMQV\W\PMXZWNM[[QWVNWZU]KPWN \PM[]KKM[[IVLSVW_TMLOMPM
VW_PIZJWZ[IVLQUXIZ\[\WW\PMZ[
¹1 LQLV¼\ SVW_ Q\ _W]TL \]ZV QV\W I KIZMMZº <]ZVMZ ILUQ\[ ¹1
R][\VMMLML\WOM\IRWJIVL[\IZ\UISQVO[WUMUWVMa1IV[_MZMLI
KTI[[QÅMLILNWZ\PMRWJIVL_I[WVMWN IXXTQKIV\[1OW\\PMRWJ
WٺMZIVL_I[MK[\I\QK1\_I[OZMI\º
;WOZMI\QVNIK\\PI\<]ZVMZKW]TLVW\I\\PM\QUMMV^Q[QWVPQU[MTN QVIVaW\PMZNIKM\WN \PMQVL][\Za
¹1IT_Ia[\PW]OP\1_W]TL[\IaQVXMZNWZUQVOIZ\[ºPM[IQL¹1¼U
VW\I[XWZ\[O]a<PMRWSM1TQSM\W\MTTXMWXTMQ[aW]TWWSI\UMIVL
aW]_W]TLV¼\SVW_\PI\1XTIaMLQVLWbMV[WN NWW\JITTOIUM[QVPQOP
[KPWWTIVLKWTTMOM<PI\_I[I\PITN\QUMIVL1_I[TMILQVOIUIZKPQVOJIVLº
.WTTW_QVOPQ[\QUMQV+MZZQ\W[<]ZVMZUW^MLIKZW[[\PMKW]V\Za
\WRWQV<PMI\ZM8ZWRMK\[+WV[]T\IV\[QV+WVVMK\QK]\_PMZMPMOW\\W
LWXTMV\aWN XMZNWZUQVOIZ\[IVL^MV]MZMTI\MLZM[MIZKPIVLXZWRMK\
_WZSUW[\TaQVNMI[QJQTQ\a[\]LQM[
1N \PMWTL[KPWWTUM\PWLWN OIQVQVOPQ[ÅZ[\RWJ\PZW]OP\PMVM_[-
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XIXMZ KTI[[QÅML IL[ [MMU[ IZKIVM KWV[QLMZ \PI\ NWZ \PM VM`\ KIZMMZ
UW^MVW\PQVOTM[[\PIV\PM1)>5VM_[TM\\MZXW[\MLIXW[Q\QWVQV8WZ\TIVL[MMSQVOILQZMK\WZWN PW][M[MZ^QKM[NWZ\PM5WLI+MV\MZPWUM
\W\PM6*)8WZ\TIVL<ZIQT*TIbMZ[I[_MTTI[\PM5MUWZQIT+WTQ[M]U
6M_\W\PMIZMVI_WZTL<]ZVMZ[I_ILQٺMZMV\XIKM\PIV\PMXW[Q\QWV
PMTMN\QV+WVVMK\QK]\
¹)ZMVITQNMQ[[WJ][aJ]\aW]TMIZVITW\ºPM[IQL¹1\_I[ILQNNMZMV\ XIKM IVL I LQٺMZMV\ [\Z]K\]ZM \PIV _PI\ 1 PIL LWVM WV \PM
XMZNWZUQVOIZ\[[QLM8T][_PMV1OW\\W8WZ\TIVL1QVPMZQ\MLIJ]VKP
WN [a[\MU[\PI\_MZMQVNWZUI\Q^M\WUMI[WXXW[ML\WJ]QTLQVO\PMU
1OW\\WTMIZVPW_\PI\[QLMWN \PMJ][QVM[[_WZSMLº
?PQTMQV8WZ\TIVL<]ZVMZUIZZQML2IKSQMIVLJMKIUMNI\PMZ\WI
LI]OP\MZ:QTMa<PMNIUQTaLMKQLML\PI\IVW\PMZIL^MV\]ZMR][\UQOP\
JMIOWWL\PQVO[W\PM<]ZVMZ[LQLWVMUWZMbQObIOIKZW[[\PMKW]V\ZaQV\W8PQTILMTXPQIIVLIXW[Q\QWVI[O]M[\[MZ^QKM[UIVIOMZ
I\4QVKWTV.QVIVKQIT.QMTL
¹1\ _I[ IVW\PMZ OZMI\ WXXWZ\]VQ\a \W TMIZV IJW]\ \PQ[ QVL][\Za
IVL ]\QTQbM Ua [SQTT[º <]ZVMZ [IQL WN  I ZM[]UM \PI\ VW_ QVKT]LML
[MK\WZ[\WX[QVXMZNWZUQVOIZ\[IZMVI[IVLVW_[\ILQ]U[¹4QSMIVa
ÅZ[\aMIZ ^MV]M \PMa _MZM [KZIUJTQVO \ZaQVO \W ÅO]ZM W]\ PW_ \W
OM\\PQVO[\W_WZSIVLITT\PI\1KIUMQV\WPMTXJ]QTL\PMQZ[\IٻVO
WXMZI\QWV[IVL\ISMITW\WN \PQVO[\PMaPIL[\IZ\ML\W\PMVM`\TM^MTº
<]ZVMZIT[W[I_PQ[XZWÅTMZIQ[M_Q\PQV\PMZIVS[WN PQ[6.4[\ILQ]UXMMZ[,]ZQVOPQ[NW]ZaMIZ[QV8PQTILMTXPQIPMJMKIUMQV^WT^ML
QV[WUMTMIO]MUMM\QVO[IVLOW\\WSVW_XMWXTMNZWUW\PMZ\MIU[I[
_MTTI[[PW_KI[M[WUMWN \PM_WZS\PM-IOTM[_MZMLWQVOQV^WT^QVO

O]M[\M`XMZQMVKM[\I\ٺZIQVQVOIVLWXMZI\QWV[
,]ZQVOWVMWN \PMUMM\QVO[QV)XZQT IKWV^MZ[I\QWVIZW[M
with Chad Estis, then vice president of sales, for a new $1.3 billion
[\ILQ]UL]M\W[WWVWXMVQV)ZTQVO\WV<M`I[I[\PM[PQVaPWUMNWZ
the Dallas Cowboys.
“He and I had a conversation that they were going to sell this new
stadium, but had no idea how they were going to do it,” Turner said.
“They really needed to get somebody, which led to a conversation
\PI\TML\WIRWJWٺMZ1KIUMWVJWIZLQV2]VM _Q\PWVMaMIZ
left to go on the construction of the new stadium. I set up the stadium operations department and event operations, and we got things
going. I have been here 10 years now.”

NOW THAT HE’S HERE
7VM\W]ZOZW]XTMI^M[\PMÅMTLJMTW_IVLIVW\PMZIZZQ^M[_Q\P
hundreds more young, screeching voices of kids having a time as
carefree as an unleashed dog romping through a park.
“You know, what I have learned and what I get to do in the venue
and event industry is really something very special that ties directly
into the things I think I am good at, interested in, and once again
helps me get out of bed every day and try to make today better than
it was yesterday,” Turner said. “It’s the hearts and minds thing.
“When you work at a place that is a destination for others, such
as Disney, we share this common bond because, No. 1, we’re in the
M`XMZQMVKMJ][QVM[[AM[_M¼ZM[MTTQVOXZWOZIU[NWWLUMZKPIVLQ[M
Those are tangible things that people purchase, but the organizing
thing around us is an intangible. It’s watching something happen.
It’s having that emotional connection to a sports contest, to a team,
to a performer, whatever. These people have saved their money.
They’ve made plans. They are looking forward to it and emotionally
invested. We get to be the caretakers of that. We get to be the ones
\PI\PMTX[M\\PM[\IOMNWZ\PMU\WPI^M\PI\M`XMZQMVKMº
)TWVO \PM _Ia <]ZVMZ¼[ XZWÅTM _Q\PQV \PM ZIVS[ WN  XZWUQVMV\
IAVM volunteers has likewise grown. Just as many in the industry
know him as a “stadiums” guy, most think of Turner within IAVM
I[ \PM ¹[INM\a IVL [MK]ZQ\aº O]a _PQKP Q[ UWZM \PIV ÅVM Ja PQU
given Turner’s passion for protecting his guests as well as the assets
of his venue.
Turner came to know IAVM, while working in Portland, when
PMIXXZWIKPMLPQ[JW[[IVLUILM\_WZMY]M[\["ÅZ[\\WUISM<]ZVer a member of IAVM and, second, to attend Venue Management
School (VMS) to learn more about the industry.

“That introduction of, oh wow, this is an industry, these people
do this, there’s a growing body of knowledge around this as a profession, really struck me as a new IAVM member,” he said. “This is
IJ][QVM[[_Q\P[WUIVaLQٺMZMV\KWUXWVMV\[1IUVW_INIK]T\a
member at VMS and second vice chair. It goes back to my seeing
this as a growing profession and having an opportunity to have an
impact on that.”
?PMV1)>5¼[)KILMUaNWZ>MV]M;INM\a;MK]ZQ\a\ISM[XTIKM
in San Diego from March 10-14, Turner will once again welcome
attendees that come from a number of safety and security disciplines.
Just as Turner sought out IAVM membership and the opportunity to
attend VMS while in Portland, upon arriving in Dallas, one of his
ÅZ[\ZMY]M[\[_I[\WI\\MVL)>;;QV 
“The AVSS program was originally envisioned to provide a baseline and level of competency and training for people around safety
IVL[MK]ZQ\aNWZ^MV]M[º<]ZVMZ[IQL¹*IKSQVIN\MZ!\PMZM
was this thought that, hey, we’ve got to get our act together. We’ve
got to train people and develop a body of knowledge around the
unique application of safety and security responsibilities to venues
and events.
“The program we have today is very similar to the one we had
back then. We’re continuing to identify areas of competency and to
LMÅVMQVL][\ZaJM[\XZIK\QKM[IVL[\IVLIZL[IVLZMITTaMUJML\PW[M
in the curriculum. The mission of AVSS is to take people responsible for safety and security at venues and events and to provide them
with a two-year educational foundation that will help them be able
to better manage their operations, to train their people, to develop
safety and security plans, and to make sure their operating protocols
are meeting the requirements of their venue and their marketplace.”
Turner said that the safety and security aspects of the public assembly venue industry are unique because for years “we tended to
LM^MTWXW]ZW_VQV\MZVITM`XMZ\Q[Mº
¹<PMW\PMZ\PQVO_MNW]VLMIZTaWVQVZM[XWV[M\W!_I[\PI\
everybody started doing their own thing. They were doing it in isolation. There was a lot of duplication and a lot of people going down
dead ends or just not JMQVO^MZaMٻKQMV\1\¼[TQSMKIVKMZZM[MIZKP)
lot of people are doing it and I have no idea how they are coordinating it but if they truly coordinate it together, they are probably going
\WÅVLIK]ZMITW\NI[\MZº
The above really states why Turner took a greater interest in
1)>5¼[ML]KI\QWVITWٺMZQVO[_ZIXXMLIZW]VL[INM\aIVL[MK]ZQ\a
¹?M¼^M OW\ ITT \PM[M LQٺMZMV\ OZW]X[ LWQVO LQٺMZMV\ \PQVO[ JM-
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SAFETY (AND SECURITY) FIRST continued

cause safety and security is very important,” he said. “How do we
make sure we are aware of what we’re doing, and when somebody
engineers something that’s a really good standard or practice or a
best practice, how are we making sure that information gets out to
others?”
Turner has an upcoming meeting rapidly approaching at the stadium, but he is in his element now and continues talking safety in
the areas of escalators, venue perimeters, alcohol, and much, much
more. He eventually circles back to the critical role of AVSS.
“The catchphrase I use when trying to convince people to understand AVSS is you would not construct a building without putting
ÅZM[XZQVSTMZ[QVQ\ºPM[IQL¹,WV¼\Z]VaW]Z^MV]M_Q\PW]\X]\\QVO
IV)>;;OZIL]I\MWVaW]Z[\IٺAW]VMML\PI\KIXIJQTQ\aR][\TQSM
aW]VMMLIÅZMXZM[[]ZM[a[\MUTQSMÅZM[XZQVSTMZ[AW]VMML\PMKIXIJQTQ\aWN ISVW_TMLOMIJTMXMZ[WVWVaW]Z[\IٺQV\PI\[INM\aIVL
security role who can be an advocate, can be a guide and somebody
who can help write those plans, develop those protocols, help train
\PM[\IٺIVLUISM[]ZM\PI\[INM\aIVL[MK]ZQ\aPI[Q\[ZQOP\XTIKM
within your total operation.
“What’s ahead? I don’t know. I’ve spent a lot of time developing tools and practices and been so lucky to be involved with AVSS
and now VMS. I want to continue to contribute to the profession.
<PMZM¼[ VW\PQVO UWZM \PI\ 1 _IV\ \PIV \W PIVL \PQ[ W_ ٺPMV 1¼U
done to people who are smarter, more capable, and better informed
than I ever was. If that happens, then all this time and investment
PI[ZMITTaXIQLWٺº
7VM ÅVIT OTIVKM IZW]VL \PM RM_MT \PI\ Q[ )<< ;\ILQ]U [Ia[
that will be coming later than sooner down the path for the guy who
started as a drum major but now beats a major drum for the place
he calls home. FM
R.V. Baugus is senior editor for Facility Manager magazine.
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TICKETING TECHNOLOGY
BRINGS VENUES & GUESTS CLOSER TOGETHER
By Kelly Pedone
A single-use ticket is no longer simply a blind date between the
consumer and a team or venue. Thanks to modern ticketing sys\MU[Q\Q[VW_IVQV^Q\I\QWV\WITWVO\MZUZMTI\QWV[PQX\PI\JMVMÅ\[
both parties. Teams and venues know more about each purchaser than ever before, while fans can receive greater value through
]VQY]MM`XMZQMVKM[IVL\IZOM\MLWٺMZ[
Innovations in the ticketing industry have moved to answer the
demands of millions of people who use online services in their daily
lives. Not only do fans want access to the best seats, but they look
for personalized opportunities that help them with parking, delivMZ[XMKQITKWVKM[[QWV[WٺMZ[WZM^MV\MTT\PMU_PI\ZM[\I]ZIV\[IZM
near the venue.
In return, venues and teams have gained access to data that generates loyalty as well as additional revenue.
“It’s all about taking advantage of the moment,” says Maureen
Andersen, president and CEO of INTIX. “Innovations to ticketing
systems have allowed us to develop relationships in deeper and in
more profound ways.”

CUSTOMER RELATION MANAGEMENT
8ZM^QW][Ta\PMOWITWN [MTTQVOI\QKSM\_I[\WUW^MNIV[MٻKQMV\Ta
\PZW]OP \PM JW` WٻKM WZ XPWVM [a[\MU ?PQTM Q\ _I[ I TQ^M XMZson-to-person transaction, it was rarely personal and little information about the customer was gathered. No true relationship was
born. More recently, that human interaction was replaced with
technology as online ticketing began to boom, again with the goal
of faster service. Still, little was known about the customer beyond
what events they attended. However, today’s savvy consumer and
\PMLM[QZM\W\IQTWZM`XMZQMVKM[\WLMMXMV\PMKWVVMK\QWVIVL^IT]M
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requires a new level of marketing. Much of that is learned through
the online or mobile purchase of a ticket, especially when paired with
consumer analytics.
¹)TTWXMZI\WZ[PI^MLI\II\\PMQZÅVOMZ\QX[º[Ia[-ZQK8M\Z][QKXZM[ident of ticketing for accesso. “However, without leveraging what you
know about patrons to predict what they want – perhaps before they
even know themselves – data alone does not carry any value.”
Once a consumer purchases a ticket, venues and teams have the
opportunity to learn their preferences by way of various platforms.
Users can opt-in to programs that allow venues and teams to create
XMZ[WVITQbMLWٺMZ[IVLM`XMZQMVKM[
.WZM`IUXTMJa[QUXTaSVW_QVO_PI\\QUMWN LIaWZPW_WN\MV\PM
XI\ZWVI\\MVL[IVM^MV\QVI[XMKQÅKJ]QTLQVOIVWZOIVQbI\QWVKIVUIZket and communicate directly with them. Once in a building, information can be gathered as to the patron’s preferences for concessions.
Facility managers can also learn transportation habits of patrons. The
X]ZKPI[MWN IXIZSQVOXI[[NWZM`IUXTM_W]TLITTW_^MV]M[\W[MVL
UM[[IOM[\WPMTX\PMXI\ZWVÅVL\PMJM[\ZW]\M\W\PMNIKQTQ\aI^WQLQVO
\ZIٻKKWVOM[\QWV)VLQN \PMXI\ZWVLWM[V¼\IK\]ITTaI\\MVL\PMM^MV\
^MV]MWٻKQIT[KIV[MVLIXMZ[WVITQbMLUM[[IOM\W[MMQN \PMZM_I[I
XZWJTMU/MWNMVKQVO[XMKQÅKITTaOZIV\[^MV]M[IVL\MIU[\PMIJQTQ\a
\WUISMZMIT\QUMWٺMZ[IVL\WX][PQVNWZUI\QWVLQZMK\Ta\W\PMXItrons who are using their apps. Many venues will send a “welcome”
message to patrons once they enter the building and send a “thank
you” message after the event with a survey or a promotion for an upcoming event similar to what they had just attended.
“It’s a smart way to customize one-to-one relationships with customMZ[º[Ia[/MVM+IZZKPQMN QVVW^I\QWVWٻKMZNWZ8I\ZWV<MKPVWTWOa
¹<PMUWZMaW]KIV\IQTWZ\PMM`XMZQMVKM\PMUWZM\PI\J]aMZ_QTTNMMT

like a valued patron of the organization.”
While some people may view this type of marketing as a little
invasive – after all, it does appear that the venue is stalking its patron
– the reality is that is has become a part of everyday life thanks to online services such as Amazon, Google, and other platforms. Anyone
who shops or searches online has grown accustomed to various popup ads promoting products or services that were recently searched.
“The majority of consumers not only appreciate personalization,
\PMaM`XMK\Q\º8M\Z][QK[Ia[¹?Q\P\PMZQOP\\MKPVWTWOaQVXTIKM
WXMZI\WZ[KIVKI\MZLQZMK\Ta\W\PMQZXI\ZWV[¼_IV\[VMML[IVLM`pectations.”
Dan Archabal, director of
sales for Paciolan, agrees. “It is
seen as being more thoughtful,”
he says. “Why wouldn’t you
[XQKM ]X aW]Z UMV] WٺMZQVO[
if you knew the habits of your
customers? If you know that
\PI\  XMZKMV\ WN  \PM XMWXTM
attending your event are womMVaW]UIa_IV\\WZMKWVÅO]ZM
your bathroom situation.
“You have to be more
thoughtful than simply providing a good show in order to get
XMWXTMW\ٺPMQZKW]KPIVLQV\W
your building.”
In some ways, venues and
event organizers have performed these duties for decades
through patron cultivation. For
M`IUXTM \MIU[ PMTL LI\I WV
[MI[WV \QKSM\ PWTLMZ[ IVL KW]TL KZMI\M [XMKQÅK WXXWZ\]VQ\QM[ NWZ
them that may encourage them to upgrade their seat choices by way
of inviting them to batting practice or a special team luncheon. A
moderate donor to the opera may be contacted via personalized let\MZ\WI\\MVLIJIKS[\IOM_QVMIVLKPMM[MZMKMX\QWVQVIVMٺWZ\\W
entice them to increase their giving level.
<PM JQOOM[\ LQٺMZMVKM VW_ Q[ \PI\ QV[\MIL WN  PI^QVO [\I ٺXW]Z
over spreadsheets, information can be gathered on all patrons in seconds via tailored applications.
¹1VÅ^MUQV]\M[aW]KIVZ]VIZMXWZ\\PMV[MVLIXMZ[WVITQbML
email invitation,” Carr says.
Promoters and venue owners want to know every fan and guest
entering their venue. Venue managers invest a great deal in resources to marketing shows and events, and until now they only knew
the ticket purchaser. The ability to grow a relationship with that
purchaser’s guests was not an option until now. With new social
functions, where the purchaser can transfer tickets to their guests
^QI UWJQTM LM^QKM WٻKQIT[ IZM IJTM \W KIX\]ZM \PM QVNWZUI\QWV WN 
the friends and families of ticket purchasers, giving them an even
broader audience.

more than allow access to the building. Companies can now leverage
\QKSM\QVO\WXZW^QLMIVMVL\WMVL][MZM`XMZQMVKM\W\PMXI\ZWV<WWT[
TQSM\PM[MITTW_NWZJM\\MZ][MZM`XMZQMVKM[I[_MTTI[\PMWXXWZ\]VQ\a\W
QVKZMI[MZM^MV]M5WJQTM\QKSM\QVOIXXTQKI\QWV[KIVWٺMZUMZKPIVLQ[M
[WNIV[KIVX]ZKPI[M\PMQZ\MIURMZ[MaQVIL^IVKMWN IOIUMNWZM`IUple. They can also integrate information such as parking and conces[QWV[[W\PI\][MZ[KIVJWWSIVMV\QZMM`XMZQMVKMQVIL^IVKM
According to Petrusic, more than half of bookings and related purKPI[M[IZMUILM_Q\PQVI_MMSWN IXTIVVMLIK\Q^Q\a_PQTMWVTa!XMZKMV\_MZMJWWSMLUWZM\PIVIUWV\PQVIL^IVKM*aWٺMZQVOXI\ZWV[
simple, personalized recommendations for items they will likely
want to purchase in addition
to their ticket, teams and venue managers can take the guess
work out of the planning process.
“A single-platform system allows venue operators hassle-free
access to a wealth of comprehensive data and reporting on purchase patterns, ticket availability
and other insightful user behavior,” Petrusic says. “Once venue
managers have access to that
data, they can leverage it to drive
revenue and ensure an enjoyable
\QKSM\X]ZKPI[QVO M`XMZQMVKM NWZ
patrons.”
Through advanced consumer analytics services, teams
IVL ^MV]M[ KIV M^MV WٺMZ \IZgeted ancillary services from
their marketing partners, such as car rentals, hotels, restaurants,
and other entertainment. If a patron is attending a concert from
out of town, why not encourage them to spend the weekend? Those
\aXM[ WN  M`XMZQMVKM[ WN\MV TMIL \W TI[\QVO ZMTI\QWV[PQX[ _Q\P XI\ZWV[

THE NEXT GENERATION
As patrons and event managers become more and more accustomed
to online and mobile ticketing, the need for security increases. Not only
do patrons need to know that their data is safe, but facility operators
want to know who is entering their buildings.
The future, Andersen says, lies in making sure event managers know
_PWPI[\PM\QKSM\QVPIVLÅVLQVO_Ia[\WQV\MOZI\M*Q\KWQVIVLW\PMZ
crypto-currency, as well as identifying patrons who can skip long security lines similar to what airlines provide for frequent travelers.
Ticketing will continue to be the forefront of establishing a higher touch point with fans who increasingly are looking for the easiest,
quickest, and most mobile-friendly way to purchase a ticket.
“The industry is going to see a move toward guest empowerment,”
Petrusic says. “Ticketing technology shouldn’t be a barrier between the
O]M[\IVL\PMM`XMZQMVKM1\[PW]TLMUXW_MZXI\ZWV[\WKWVVMK\_Q\P
\PMM`XMZQMVKMNZWU\PMOM\OWºFM

GENERATING REVENUE
Until recently, ticketing was a cost center for events that did little

Kelly Pedone is a freelance writer based in Charlottesville, Virginia.
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NEW PARADIGM
IN THEATRICAL RIGGING: PACKAGED HOISTS
By Jody Kovalick, ASTC
Traditional theater rigging systems developed primarily during
the Renaissance as sailors, who needed work when not out-to-sea,
found employment in theatres. During this period, many new large
theatres were built with formalized stages. As the use of curtains and
large painted drops or scenery became more prevalent, sailing technology was adapted to serve the stage. Theatrical rigging has continued to utilize manufacturing, equipment, and practices from other
industries. Although the mechanisms used for manual and counterweight theatrical rigging equipment and the engineering involved
has improved over the last century, the systems largely remain the
same and their operational practices little changed from the basics
employed by those sailors in Renaissance theatres.
The developments in motorized rigging, however, have seen
UIZSML QUXZW^MUMV\ QV \PM TI[\ LMKILM IVL I [QOVQÅKIV\ QVKZMI[M
in the use of motorized rigging in performance venues. There has
been a regulatory trend, most prominent in Western Europe, away
from manual rigging. These regulatory changes were based on
worker safety and injury prevention from the handling of counterweights. The North American
markets have not been subjected
to this sort of regulatory direction,
but the potential safety and labor
JMVMÅ\[WN UW\WZQbMLZQOOQVOUIa
lead them in a similar direction
and would be applicable for any
performance venue.
Motorized rigging systems have
historically been highly customized and purpose-built machinery
NWZ \PMI\ZQKIT ZQOOQVO <PMa _MZM [QOVQÅKIV\Ta W^MZJ]QT\ KWUXTM`
IVLLQٻK]T\\WUIQV\IQV+WV\ZWT[_MZMK][\WUIVLUIaPI^MZMquired unique wiring. Recent trends have shifted towards a more
standardized equipment model based around the concept of a
“packaged hoist.” The result is equipment that is engineered to high
standards, easy to operate and maintain, and simple to control for
JI[QKIVLKWUXTM`XZWL]K\QWVVMML[
Packaged hoists are built as a single package or unit, with all elements housed within a single device. They can be installed easily
(in comparison to custom units) and are designed to augment or
replace manual rigging systems. In some ways, the packaged hoist
is the theatrical rigging equivalent of the automobile. You have a
standardized machine, with a limited set of options, that can be
[XMKQÅMLX]ZKPI[MLIVLX]\QV\W][M/ZIV\ML\PM[MIZM[\QTT[XM-
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cialized pieces of equipment, but in comparison to the custom rigging
machines built in the past, packaged hoists are a major advancement
in the development of motorizing rigging.
It is relatively common to see a combination of packaged hoists and
manual counterweight rigging on stages. The manual counterweight
rigging is used for lighter loads that require less counterweight and are
easier to operate by manual labor. Manual systems can be upgraded
_Q\PIKW]V\MZ_MQOP\I[[Q[\[\aTMXIKSIOMLPWQ[\\PI\_WZS[_Q\PM`Q[\ing counterweight linesets. Multi-line packaged hoists are frequently
utilized for larger loads on stages, such as theatrical lighting battens or
acoustic shells or production elements that require high-speed production operation. This allows the loads, especially for theatrical lighting,
to be changed without the need to moving large amounts of counterweight. Precise trim height settings can be programmed and repeated
for theatrical lighting, acoustic shells, or production loads.
Newer packaged hoists are not limited to static or heavy loads movQVOI\Å`ML[TW_[XMML[7X\QWV[QVKT]LMIZIVOMWN TWILKIXIKQ\QM[IVL
speed options. Typical capacities
ZIVOMNZWUTJ[\WTJ[IVL
cover everything from the lightest of
scrims to large scenic elements or
speaker stacks. Speed options range
from 20 fpm (feet per minute) up to
 NXU WZ UWZM ?Q\P \PM[M WXtions, it is entirely possible to design
a full automated motorized rigging
system capable of production level
scene changes. They are not limited
\WUW^QVO\PMJQOÅ`MLMTMUMV\[
These hoists are not solely for
XZW[KMVQ]U[\IOMKWVÅO]ZI\QWV[?PQTMUIVaWN \PMIJW^MM`IUXTM[
are based on multi-line hoists, single line point hoist options have also
been developed. These may be of use in a traditional proscenium stage
J]\KW]TLJMMY]ITTaWN ][MQVUWZMNZMMNWZU^MV]M[[]KPI[JTIKSJW`es, event centers, and arenas. The standardized mounting, connectors,
and improvements in controls allow for hoist units to be repositioned as
needed, easily and quickly, based on the production needs in a venue.
Modern control systems for motorized rigging have also seen sigVQÅKIV\ LM^MTWXUMV\ QV \PM TI[\ LMKILM 1V \PM XI[\ ZQOOQVO KWV\ZWT
[a[\MU[_MZMKWUXTM`K][\WUJ]QTL[6M_MZZQOOQVOKWV\ZWT[WXMZI\M
more like a lighting console. They can provide a range of functions,
from basic controls for simple up/down moves, to the ability to write
¹K]M[º NWZ XZMXZWOZIUUML [KMVMZa KPIVOM[ \W KWUXTM` \QUML [MY]MVKM[WN UW^MUMV\+WV\ZWT[KIVJMZMKWVÅO]ZMLQN PWQ[\[IZMZM-

IZZIVOML¸[WUM\PQVOVMIZTaQUXW[[QJTM_Q\PX]ZXW[MJ]QT\KWV\ZWT[
Many of the newer controllers include 3-Dimensional modeling and
pre-visualization of programed moves of scenery or curtains.
Controls are now able to provide a greater level of informational
feedback. Faults in the system are readily displayed and pinpointed
for the operator. An improved level of safety is possible by this monitoring and robust E-Stop systems located at critical points throughout a facility. A common option with many of the newer packaged
hoists is “load monitoring.” The hoist will actively monitor the value
of the load applied to it and report this back to the controls for display to the operator. Limits on the load may be set at the controls, a
valuable option for controlling who may be able to hang what from
a given hoist.
The development of the packaged hoist and associated controls is
marked by several key features:

choices of system and components can result in an economical
and sustainable system.
• Ongoing Costs – Manual rigging systems tend towards a “setit-and-forget-it” mentality. The addition of motorized rigging
requires a more systematic approach to ongoing maintenance
and annual inspection of motorized systems. This is something
that is often omitted when planning around manual rigging
only.
• Future Costs – It is not uncommon to see manual rigging
systems operating for 30 years with little to no maintenance or
component replacement. Motorized rigging requires a planned
approach to the upgrade and replacement of system components. Choosing the right system and manufacturer can go a
long way to minimizing these future costs and ensuring that
these needs can be met.

• Standardized components across devices
• Limited options to meet the most common needs of stages
• Standardized controls and wiring within a manufacturer’s
ecosystem.
• Engineered around common power available in most facilities
• Engineered to accommodate to a wide range of structuralsupports.
• Improved manufacturer support for maintenance and repair
by standardization
.TM`QJQTQ\a\WZMKWVÅO]ZM[a[\MU[I[XZWL]K\QWVVMML[KPIVOM
• Greater safety features including load monitoring, multiple
TM^MT[WN WXMZI\WZIKKM[[IVLÆM`QJQTQ\aWN KWV\ZWTTWKI\QWV[

<PMZMIZMUIVa^IT]IJTMJMVMÅ\[\WQVKT]LQVOUW\WZQbMLZQOOQVO
in a facility. These include:
• Increased safety through system fault monitoring, load
monitoring, and operator access.
.TM`QJQTQ\aWN KWV\ZWTTWKI\QWV[NWZQUXZW^MLWXMZI\WZ
awareness.
• Reduced labor costs.
• Reduced set-up or load-out times.
/ZMI\MZÆM`QJQTQ\a_Q\PZQOOQVOIVLXW\MV\QITNWZ
ZMKWVÅO]ZI\QWVWN ZQOOQVO

NEW CHOICES AND NEW CONSIDERATIONS
:QOOQVO[a[\MU[IZMKWUXTM`[a[\MU[\PI\IZMIVQV\MOZITXIZ\WN 
any performance venue. Adding or including motorized rigging is a
critical decision. A thorough review of a facility’s needs can help to
determine the right blend of systems to support the venue’s performance program, whether that be packaged hoists, control systems,
or any manual equipment. When selecting motorized rigging, there
are several important considerations:
• Initial Cost – The cost to purchase and install rigging can be
[QOVQÅKIV\QVJW\PVM_KWV[\Z]K\QWVIVLZMVW^I\QWV<PMZQOP\

The development of the packaged hoist and associated advanced
controls has changed rigging, as much the electronic dimmer and
networked control console did for theatrical lighting. Venues are no
longer limited to highly customized devices for advanced motorized
theatrical rigging solutions. Custom rigging will remain a viable
WX\QWVNWZ[XMKQÅKVMML[J]\\PMUIRWZQ\aWN \PMI\ZQKITZQOOQVOUWtorization can be served by the modern packaged hoist. FM
Jody Kovalick, ASTC, is Principal Theatre Planner with Schuler Shook based in
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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PERIMETER

HARDENING
Step One for Venue Operators Seeking SAFETY Act Protection
By Akmal Ali and Matt Nebel, P.E.
The SAFETY Act is rapidly becoming a
household name among venue security operators across multiple industries.
Nothing better illustrates this than the
growing number of companies — such
as the World Trade Center, St. Louis
Cardinals, San Francisco 49ers, Madison Square Garden, LaGuardia Airport,
George Washington Bridge, The Southern Company, and Bloomberg — who
have already made obtaining SAFETY
Act coverage a primary element of their
approach to risk management.
SAFETY Act, which stands for Support Anti-Terrorism by FosterQVO-ٺMK\Q^M<MKPVWTWOQM[_I[KZMI\MLJa\PM=;+WVOZM[[QV
following the attacks of September 11, 2001. Their main objective:
KZMI\MIZQ[SUIVIOMUMV\\WWT\PI\XZWUW\M[\PMÅOP\IOIQV[\\MZZWZism by incentivizing the private sector to take preventative measures
to deter and/or mitigate acts of terrorism. Recipients of SAFETY
Act coverage receive powerful legal protections that limit or shield
companies from third-party liability arising from acts of terrorism.
1VXIZ\\PM;).-<A)K\_I[KZMI\ML\WILLZM[[\PMM`\ZIWZLQVIZQly large third-party liability companies can face following an act of
terrorism.
An unfortunate circumstance that has occurred (all too frequently) after a terrorist act is the inability of those who are wrongfully
injured to recover from the perpetrators responsible for the injury.
Terrorists, by the sheer nature of their modus operandi, make for
bad defendants: they are either dead; they have no money/assets by
which to pay for damages; or their money/assets are inaccessible.
Therefore, companies who are likewise victims of an attack can often
ÅVL\PMU[MT^M[[]JRMK\\WTQ\QOI\QWVNWTTW_QVOI\MZZWZQ[\QKIK\/Q^MV
the destructive nature of terrorist attacks, the third-party liability as[WKQI\ML_Q\P\PW[MTI_[]Q\[KIVJMM`\ZIWZLQVIZQTaTIZOM
+WUXIVQM[KIVÅVL\PMU[MT^M[VIUMLI[LMNMVLIV\[QVTI_[]Q\[
M^MVQN \PMaX]\NWZ\PIOWWLNIQ\PMٺWZ\\W\P_IZ\\PM\MZZWZQ[\I\\IKS
NZWUWKK]ZZQVOQV\PMÅZ[\XTIKM<P][\PM=;+WVOZM[[[M\W]\\W
QLMV\QNa\PW[MKWUXIVQM[_PWIZM\Z]Ta\ISQVOMٺMK\Q^M[\MX[\WKWU30 Facility Manager Magazine

bat terrorism and provide them with third-party liability protections
to encourage them and others to make investments to advance the
ÅOP\IOIQV[\\MZZWZQ[U
<PM;).-<A)K\WٺMZ[\_WUIQVTM^MT[WN KW^MZIOM",M[QOVI\QWV
IVL+MZ\QÅKI\QWV,M[QOVI\QWVQ[TQSMVML\WIV¹)ºOZILMXZW^QLQVO
recipients a numerical cap on third-party liability arising out of an
IK\WN \MZZWZQ[U+MZ\QÅKI\QWVQ[TQSMVML\WIV¹)ºOZILMQVKT]LQVO
ITT WN  \PM ,M[QOVI\QWV JMVMÅ\[ XT][ XZW^QLQVO ZMKQXQMV\[ QUU]VQ\a
from the same type of third-party claims.
To make their case for qualifying for the SAFETY Act, companies must submit a SAFETY Act application to the U.S. Department
WN 0WUMTIVL;MK]ZQ\a¼[,0;7ٻKMWN ;).-<A)K\1UXTMUMV\I\QWV 7;)1 WZ ;).-<A )K\ 7ٻKM <PM ;).-<A )K\ 7ٻKM
which resides in the Science and Technology Directorate of DHS, is
responsible for administering this powerful program. The SAFETY
)K\7ٻKMZM^QM_[;).-<A)K\IXXTQKI\QWV[IVLUISM[ZMKWUUMVdations to the Undersecretary for the Science and Technology Directorate, who has the ultimate responsibility for awarding SAFETY
Act protections.
;QVKMJW\PI_IZL[,M[QOVI\QWVIVL+MZ\QÅKI\QWVXZW^QLMXW_MZful liability protections, it stands to reason that to earn either award,
IKWUXIVaU][\LMUWV[\ZI\M\W\PM;).-<A)K\7ٻKM\PI\Q\PI[
taken proven steps to thwart terroristic threats. If you are a venue
operator and want to seek SAFETY Act protection, there are several
security measures you must deploy, but one of the most critical elements is perimeter hardening.
Given the rise of terrorist attacks incorporating vehicles, DHS
has placed an increasing emphasis on understanding what steps venue operators have taken to eliminate and/or mitigate such threats.
Terrorist use of vehicles materializes in multiple ways, including vehicle-as-a-weapon/vehicle-ramming and vehicle-borne improvised
M`XTW[Q^MLM^QKM>*1-,I\\IKS[
Each threat type brings unique challenges that must be met with
a thoughtful and analytical approach. Although DHS understands
that private sector companies do not have a limitless security budOM\ \PM LW M`XMK\ KWUXIVQM[ \W \ISM UMI[]ZML aM\ MٺMK\Q^M [\MX[
\WQUXTMUMV\IPIZLMVMLXMZQUM\MZ<WMٺMK\Q^MTaLW\PQ[IVMV\Q\a
U][\ÅZ[\LMUWV[\ZI\M]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN \PMQZ^]TVMZIJQTQ\QM[IVL\PM
associated risk those vulnerabilities present.
As a venue owner or operator pursuing SAFETY Act, how do
you understand your facility’s vulnerabilities? A sound approach is to
involve consultants who specialize in physical security and Anti-Terrorism Force Protection (AT/FP) assessments of facilities, which can
include:
• Establishing Design Basis Threats (DBT) for vehicle-ramming
and VBIED threats

• Vehicle vector analysis for vehicle-ramming threats (further detailed below)
• Blast analysis for VBIED threats (further detailed below)
6M`\[\MX[KIVQVKT]LM"
• Crash-rated perimeter plans (further detailed below)
• Present mitigation strategies to venue operator (further detailed
below)
)LLQ\QWVITPIZLMVQVOUM\PWL[[XMKQÅK\W\PM^MV]M

ESTABLISHING DBT FOR VEHICLE-RAMMING &
VBIED THREATS

The selection of appropriate Design Basis Threats (DBT) for vehiKTMZIUUQVOIVL^MPQKTMJWZVMQUXZW^Q[MLM`XTW[Q^MLM^QKM>*1-,
threats consider
• Aggressor capabilities
• Past history
• Available means and methods
• Target attractiveness, and
• Likeliness of an event to occur.
>MPQKTMJIZZQMZ[IZMIVMٺMK\Q^M\WWTNWZXZW\MK\QVOXMLM[\ZQIV[IVL
critical structural elements or infrastructure from malicious DBT
vehicle-ramming attacks or accidental vehicle impacts. They also
KZMI\M I LMÅVML XMZQUM\MZ NWZ M`KT][QWV WN  >*1-, <W LM\MZUQVM
appropriate locations and ratings for new vehicle barriers, a vehicle
vector analysis is performed. This analysis includes a review of adjacent roadway layout to determine potential approaches for attacking
vehicle acceleration, roadway restrictions to identify potential vehicle
threat parameters and magnitudes (type of vehicle, acceleration capabilities, mass), and operational procedures used to further restrict
access and control vehicle movement.

BLAST ANALYSIS FOR VBIED THREATS
=VLMZ[\IVLQVO\PM^]TVMZIJQTQ\QM[NZWUIVM`XTW[Q^M\PZMI\Q[KZQ\QKITNWZUIVIOQVOZQ[SNWZ\PM^MV]M;QOVQÅKIV\QVR]ZQM[IVLLMI\PKIV
WKK]ZNZWUÆaQVOLMJZQ[OTI[[[\Z]K\]ZITNIQT]ZMIVL\PM[PWKS_I^M
WN  \PM JTI[\ Q\[MTN *a ]VLMZ[\IVLQVO PW_ \PM M`XTW[Q^M \PZMI\ [QbM
\PZMI\TWKI\QWVIVLJ]QTLQVOKPIZIK\MZQ[\QK[IٺMK\\PMJTI[\TWILQVO
\PMKTQMV\KWV[]T\IV\\MIUKIVLM\MZUQVM\PMUW[\MٺMK\Q^MKWUJQnation of mitigation options to implement.

CRASH-RATED PERIMETER PLAN

Common vehicle barrier impact rating standards include the Department of State (DoS) “K rating” system and the analogous American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) “M rating” system.
Each of these systems includes a designation to indicate the impact
condition (vehicle weight and velocity). Additionally, another designation is typically provided referring to the allowable penetration that
a ramming vehicle may achieve when impacting a barrier. Each of
\PM[MZI\QVO[a[\MU[][M[IXW]VL^MPQKTM\ZI^MTQVOI\^IZQW][
velocities as shown in Table 1.

CRASH-RATED PERIMETER PLAN

After establishing the types, locations, and impacts from vehicle-ramming threats and VBIED, the venue owner and consultants
can evaluate various recommendations to mitigate the various DBTs.
In designing and applying measures to mitigate against the risk of vehicle ramming attacks, it is important to balance the security requirements with the operational and functional needs associated with the
typical user of the facility or venue. As a result, a mitigation strategy
KIVVW\JMIWVM[QbMÅ\[ITTIXXZWIKPIVLQV[\MILU][\JM\IQTWZML\W
\PM[XMKQÅK XPa[QKIT KWV[\ZIQV\[ IVLN]VK\QWVITLMUIVL[ WN IOQ^MV
location. FM
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• Best Practices in Anti-Terrorism Security (BPATS) for Sports
IVL-V\MZ\IQVUMV\>MV]M[P\\X["\QVa]ZTKWUaVbPV
• Vehicle Ramming: Security Awareness for Soft Targets and
Crowded Places - https://tinyurl.com/ybhatgfv

)SUIT)TQQ[\PMNWZUMZ,MX]\a,QZMK\WZWN \PM;).-<A)K\7ٻKM0MQ[K]ZZMV\TaI8ZQVKQXITI\+I\ITa[\8IZ\VMZ[IPWUMTIVL[MK]ZQ\aKWV[]T\QVOÅZUTWKI\ML
in Washington, D.C. where he assists companies in their pursuit of obtaining
SAFETY Act coverage from DHS.
Matt Nebel is an Associate and Senior Engineer in Walter P Moore’s Washington,
,+WٻKM5I\\Q[ITMILMZ_Q\PQV?IT\MZ85WWZM¼[[MK]ZMLM[QOVOZW]XIVL
assists clients in physical security and structural protection against threats from
natural disasters and terrorism. Walter P Moore is an international company of
engineers, architects, innovators, and creative people who solve some of the world’s
most complex structural and infrastructure challenges.

SECURITY PLANNING
Using Tech Advancements Results In
More Precise Mitigation Solutions

By Autumn Krill and Bill Edwards
Threat and vulnerability risk assessment (TVRA) is, and has always
been a very subjective process. Over the years within the security sector,
there has been very little done to change the way the process is conducted
and the product that results. Simply stated, in order to keep up with the
pace of change, the approach to TVRA work needs to focus on solid security foundations, creativity, innovation, and an infusion of technological
advances.
Venues and companies at the forefront of this movement use very preKQ[M[KQMV\QÅK[WN\_IZMIVLUWLMT[.WZM`IUXTM<PWZV\WV<WUI[M\\QQ[
conducting security planning, client collaboration, and advance visualization in a myriad of security scenarios to proactively provide accurate
risk mitigation solutions, business continuity planning, crisis management
planning, training, and design before clients invest in an implementation
strategy.
Through the use of 3-D visualization, bomb blast and small arms ammunition modeling, escape and evacuation modeling and virtual reality,
J][QVM[[W_VMZ[IZMJMVMÅ\QVONZWUIKTMIZIL^IV\IOMQV[MK]ZQ\aXZMXIZI\QWV\PI\Q[VW\WVTaLM\IQTMLJ]\K][\WUQbML\W[XMKQÅKVMML[<PM[M
QVVW^I\QWV[IZMKW[\MٺMK\Q^MIVLXZW^QLMIKTMIZZM\]ZVWVQV^M[\UMV\
Pairing traditional threat and vulnerability assessment techniques with
technological innovation is a natural evolution in the process. One technique is the use of blast analysis software that provides airblast environUMV\XZMLQKI\QWV[NZIOUMV\I\QWVÆQOP\IVLKI][ITQ\aM[\QUI\QWV=[QVO
PQ[\WZQKITM^MV\LI\I\PQ[UWLMTM[\IJTQ[PM[M`XTW[Q^MM^MV\KZQ\MZQI_PQKP
IZMQVX]\QV\W\PM[WN\_IZMIVLIXXTQML\W\PMKTQMV\¼[M`Q[\QVOÆWWZXTIV[
The models aid the team in predicting the air blast load impact on the
structure and direct output of air blast on humans including zones that
designate and predict the likelihood for survival. Furthermore, the techVQY]MXZW^QLM[NZIOUMV\ÆQOP\QUXIK\^MTWKQ\QM[IVLKI][ITQ\aM[\QUI\QWV[
The results inform risk mitigation recommendations and display facility
vulnerabilities in a way that gives the customer the visualization needed
to understand the risk.
*aZ]VVQVO\PMUWLMT_MKWUXIZMM`Q[\QVOKWVLQ\QWV[_Q\PZMKWUmended security solution implementations displaying how the solution
KIVZML]KM\PMZQ[SQV\PM[IUMM`XTW[Q^M[KMVIZQW<PMKWUXIZI\Q^MZMXresentation is one way that clients are able to envision security protection
planning and train against realistic scenarios that could take place in their
facilities.
Through approaching security planning in a comprehensive, layered,
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and integrated manner, it is possible to use the latest escape and evacuation
UWLMTQVO\MKPVQY]M[\WUWLMTP]UIVZM[XWV[M[\W[XMKQÅK\PZMI\[-IKP
simulation can be run thousands of times in order to accurately account
for every building occupant. By using the model’s algorithm, interactions
IZM\ZIKSML_Q\PQV\PM[\Z]K\]ZM[QU]TI\QVOÅZM[UWSM\W`QKXZWL]K\[IVL
W\PMZPIbIZL[<PQ[UWLMTQ[][ML\W^ITQLI\MM`Q[\QVOM^IK]I\QWVXTIV[IVL
procedures and gives the client another way to see themselves. The results of
this type of modeling directly contribute to the mitigation recommendations
that help to improve escape and evacuation processes, training, and written
XZWKML]ZM[<PMUWLMT\M[\I[[]UX\QWV[QVI[KQMV\QÅKUIVVMZILLQVO^IT]able information that helps with informed security recommendations.
Additionally, the use of Virtual Reality (VR) as a security planning tool
is a must. VR provides the client with a realistic way to visualize security
enhancements before installation and implementation. In addition to a
traditional TVRA report, VR modeling products demonstrate the recommended mitigation measures displaying how security equipment can be
integrated into their space with desired changes that are only a click away.
Recommendations like bollards, turnstiles, or even glass partitions can
alarm clients into thinking that all of these features will transform their spaces into aesthetically unpleasing and unwelcoming environments. In VR,
the client has the opportunity to see what the report details and provides
the client with the ability to translate what was normally provided as a list
of mitigation options into a 3-D virtual reality world that is easily changed
_PMVLM[QOVZMKWUUMVLI\QWV[IZMVW\M`IK\Ta_PI\_I[MV^Q[QWVML<PQ[
added technique is customized to client needs and budget as a myriad of
scenarios are created at a reasonable cost. With a simple click of a button,
the client is in their space and immediately sees how their facility can be
positively transformed and secured. Furthermore, security technologies are
live in the model.
.WZM`IUXTM[MK]ZQ\aKIUMZI[XMKQÅKI\QWVIVLKIXIJQTQ\QM[IZMTWILMLQV
\PMUWLMTQVWZLMZ\W[QUXTQNaQUXTMUMV\I\QWVIVL[PW_ÅMTL[WN ^QM_JMfore valuable time and resources are invested in a particular location in the
facility or on the structure. This added feature helps the client understand
\PMVMMLNWZ\PMIUW]V\WN PIZL_IZMZMKWUUMVLMLJa\PMI[[M[[UMV\M`pert and clearly lends to the better investment of funds. Not only are clients
able to see a camera on the ceiling of their facility, but they see what the
camera will see. The models clearly show the camera coverage as the client
moves through their space, driving home the importance of the design.
Furthermore, when clients see their space modeled additional questions
are generated and ultimately valuable discussions result from the TVRA.

VR provides security directors a way to present security enhancements
\W+[]Q\MM`MK]\Q^M[JaOQ^QVO\PMUI\Z]MXMZ[XMK\Q^MWN IVaKPIVOM[
VMKM[[IZaNWZ\PMNIKQTQ\a8ZM[MV\QVO\PMXZWXW[MLKPIVOM[\WM`MK]\Q^M[
in this manner helps to demonstrate the minimal impact on facility aesthetics, allowing for a smoother approval process and more importantly,
a return on investment.
)VW\PMZJMVMÅ\WN \PM[MQVVW^I\Q^M\WWT[\W\PM<>:)XZWKM[[Q[IV
end product that can also be used in crisis response training. Venues,
[KPWWT[PW[XQ\IT[IVLUITT[WN\MVZ]VM`MZKQ[M[_Q\PTWKITWZ[\I\MTI_MVNWZKMUMV\XMZ[WVVMT<PM[MUWLMT[KIVJM[PIZML_Q\PÅZ[\ZM[XWVLMZ[\W
help prepare the team for a crisis situation. The tactical team uses mock]X[WZÆWWZXTIV[NWZ\ZIQVQVOIVLXZMXIZQVONWZPW[\IOMZM[K]M[WZW\PMZ
crisis events. The models we employ can be used to add a 3D element that
can help to provide for more realistic options in crisis response scenarios.
As the security environment continues to transform, so does the need
to evolve traditional security analysis and evaluation processes. By taking
\PQ[[]JRMK\Q^MXZWKM[[JI[MLWV[]JRMK\UI\\MZM`XMZ\Q[MIVLM`XMZQMVKM
IVLKWUJQVQVOQ\_Q\P\PM][MWN XZMKQ[M[KQMV\QÅK[WN\_IZMUWLMTQVO\WWT[
we can garner better results in TVRA work. Layering 3-D visualization,
bomb blast, and small arms ammunition modeling, escape and evacua\QWVUWLMTQVOIVL^QZ\]ITZMITQ\a\PM[MK]ZQ\aM`XMZ\KIVIVL_QTTKPIVOM
the way that they provide this service to the security conscious client.
A focus on customization and innovative technology integration result
in accurate risk mitigation solutions, improved business continuity, crisis
management planning, and security training and design. There has been
a long-time need to evolve the TVRA process, and by combining art and
science, we have a chance to change security planning for the better and
become more precise in mitigation solutions. FM

Bill Edwards is Vice
President of Operational/Technical
Security
Services at Thornton Tomasetti. He is responsible
for planning, coordinating, resourcing and building operational/technical
security services for the
world-renowned structural engineering company
with a long history of
successful protective design and physical security
projects.
Autumn Krill is Technology Integration Director
for Thornton Tomasetti’s
Operational & Technical
Security Services.

ARENAS:

HIDDEN ENERGY WASTE:
Small Components with Large Impacts | By Zach Kremer, PE, RCX-EB CP
• When out of calibration, these sensors will often start reading more
CO2\PIV_PI\IK\]ITTaM`Q[\[?Q\P\PQ[QVNWZUI\QWV\PMKWV\ZWT[[a[tem opens the outdoor air damper to decrease the amount of CO2. The
QVKZMI[MQVW]\LWWZIQZÆW_ZMY]QZM[UWZMMVMZOa\WPMI\IVLKWWTXZWXerly. In this scenario, you are wasting money and equipment capacity to
condition outdoor air you don’t require for ventilation.

5IVIOQVOINIKQTQ\aQ[LQٻK]T\<PMZMIZMKW]V\TM[[UIQV\MVIVKMIVLWXMZI\QWV[IK\Q^Q\QM[\PI\U][\JMKWUXTM\MLLIQTa¸\I[S[\PI\QVKZMI[MWV
M^MV\LIa[8ZM^MV\I\Q^MXZIK\QKM[\PW]OPVMKM[[IZaIZMWN\MVLQٻK]T\\W
keep up with during the everyday schedule of these spaces. By not engaging
in proactive maintenance, a facility can often face increased energy usage
IVL ]T\QUI\MTa WXMZI\QWVIT KW[\[ <PM ÅMTL \MIU I\ 0MVLMZ[WV *]QTLQVO
;WT]\QWV[PI[KWUXQTML[WUM]VQY]M_Ia[\WQUXZW^M\PMWXMZI\QWVITMٻciency and functionality of your facility.
First, take a quick assessment of your current challenges.
Has your energy consumption increased without a clear reason? A slow increase in energy use day-to-day doesn’t seem like much, but
over time this can create a big impact on the bottom line. Although this is
typically a slow drift, it is certainly something to pay close attention to and
take necessary precautions to avoid.
Have there been noticeable changes in your equipment usage
levels? 1N aW]PI^MV¼\UILMUWLQÅKI\QWV[\WaW]ZNIKQTQ\a\PI\_W]TLM`plain the increased load, you may be able to recover “lost” capacity by employing some simple practices.
Have you noticed an increase in comfort complaints? This
doesn’t mean you need a new system or equipment, but it does show that
aW]ZK]ZZMV\QVNZI[\Z]K\]ZMKIVWXMZI\MUWZMMٻKQMV\Ta_PQTMQUXZW^QVO
comfort to your occupants.
+KIZJWVLQW`QLM:0ZMTI\Q^MP]UQLQ\aIVLIQZÆW_[MV[WZ[IZM
\PZMMWN \PMJQOOM[\K]TXZQ\[_PMVM`IUQVQVO\PM[MQ[[]M[<PMaOWW]\WN 
calibration the quickest and can have major impacts.
CO2 Sensors
.IKQTQ\a[\I[ٺPW]TLZM^QM_+72LI\I\ZMVL[M^MZa[Q`UWV\P[\WQLMV\Qfy drift or calibration loss of sensors. Failure to monitor this data leads to
]VLMZIVLUWZMKZQ\QKITTaW^MZ^MV\QTI\QWV_PQKPKIVPI^MI[QOVQÅKIV\
impact on both occupant comfort and energy use.
• CO2 sensors should be calibrated using a calibrated device and calibra\QWVOI[I\TMI[\M^MZaÅ^MaMIZ[1N \PM[MV[WZ[IZMM`XW[ML\WIQZ[\ZMIU[
\PI\KWV\IQVKPMUQKIT[[QOVQÅKIV\L][\WZW\PMZLMJZQ[[W]ZKM[UWZM
frequent calibration may be required to maintain optimal performance.
• If a CO2 sensor cannot be calibrated, then it should be replaced. If
\PM[MV[WZQ[¹[MTNKITQJZI\MLº\PMaIZMIK\]ITTa[MTNKWZZMK\QVO¸VW\
[MTNKITQJZI\QVO¸IVLIZMWN\MVVW\IKK]ZI\M-^MV\PM[MLM^QKM[VMML
\WJM^MZQÅMLZMO]TIZTa
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RH Sensors
• Due to the type and sensitivity of the sensing element, calibration of
RH sensors should be checked no less than every two years. If the sen[WZ[IZMM`XW[ML\WKPMUQKIT[QVKT]LQVO[XIKM[\PI\IZM[\MZQTQbMLWN\MV
or frequent condensation, more frequent calibration checks may be required.
• Due to the nature of RH sensor operation, if a sensor is found to be
out of calibration, it needs to be replaced. Failure to do so can have a
[QOVQÅKIV\QUXIK\WV[XIKMKWVLQ\QWV[M[XMKQITTa_PMZMIKK]ZI\M:0
control is necessary.
• When out of calibration, RH sensors can cause equipment to go into
]VVMKM[[IZaLMP]UQLQÅKI\QWVKaKTM[IVLI[IZM[]T\\PM[a[\MU_QTTQVcrease cooling or reheating operations. Temperature sensors can do the
same thing. When they start to drift, they’re not providing accurate data
to the rest of your system and your costs will begin to rise.
)QZÆW_;MV[WZ[
1VITT^MV]M[¸M[XMKQITTa\PW[M\PI\PWTLLQZ\M^MV\[¸LQZ\IVLL][\
KIVOM\XI[\IQZÅT\MZ[IVLQV\W\PMIQZ[\ZMIU[,QZ\IVLL][\OM\QV\W\PM
[]XXTaL]K\_WZSIVLKIVKTWO\PMIQZÆW_[MV[QVOLM^QKM[QV>)>^IZQIJTMIQZ^WT]UMJW`M[IVLIQZPIVLTQVO]VQ\[?PMV\PMaOM\\WWLQZ\a
the sensors can’t read properly and supply additional unnecessary air.
• By cleaning these sensors properly, you will save fan horsepower and
prevent wasted heating and cooling simply by making sure that the
IQZÆW_UMI[]ZMUMV\[IZMIKK]ZI\M<PQ[KIVIT[WZML]KMPW\IVLKWTL
complaints from the occupants.
The bottom line: Maintaining and replacing sensors at the correct intervals is crucial to avoiding substantial costs in operating your facility. Most
buildings do not replace their sensors quick enough, even those that utilize
service contracts for controls and equipment.
With modern controls systems, sensors are crucial to the successful operation of a building. By planning these routine maintenance activities, a facility
UIVIOMZ_QTTVW\WVTaKZMI\MIVMV^QZWVUMV\\PI\MVPIVKM[\PMO]M[\M`XMrience but will also provide increased value to their company through energy
cost avoidance. Becoming educated and staying on top of these procedures
KIV[WUM\QUM[JM\PMLQٺMZMVKMQVP]VLZML[WN \PW][IVL[WN LWTTIZ[
With a seemingly never-ending list of things to do while managing a faKQTQ\aKPMKSQVO\PM+7:0IVLIQZÆW_[MV[WZ[KIVWN\MVOM\W^MZTWWSML
but their potential impact cannot be overstated. In giving them the correct
attention in the proper timeframes, your facility and bottom line will be in
much better shape. FM
Zach Kremer is an associate, mechanical engineer, and commissioning agent for Henderson
Building Solutions, a construction management and commissioning company that is a wholTaW_VML[]J[QLQIZaWN 0MVLMZ[WV-VOQVMMZ[3ZMUMZPI[JMMVQV\PMÅMTL_WZSQVO_Q\P
building systems for more than a decade. His experience includes retro-commissioning at the
)<<+MV\MZQV;IV)V\WVQW<M`I[_PMZMPM[MZ^MLI[IZM[W]ZKM\WNIKQTQ\a[\I\ٺWPMTX
improve operations and energy costs.

LEADERS AT ALL LEVELS
Joe Giordano Makes Events Happen at SMG Tulsa’s BOK Center | By John Bolton, CVE
“You never work a day in your life, if you like what you do,” says
¹*WWSQVOº2WM/QWZLIVWI[PMQ[IٺMK\QWVITTaKITTML_Q\PQVPQ[KQZKTM
of friends in the venue management business. Joe currently serves as
the director of booking at the SMG-managed BOK Center in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. \
Joe has been a student of event planning and booking since he was
[Q`aMIZ[WTL0Q[UWU_I[\PMWVM_PWZIVM^MZa[KPWWTN]VLZIQ[MZ
WZM^MV\_PMVPM_I[OZW_QVO]XX]TTQVOW[ٺWUMWN \PMUW[\MTIJWZI\MIVLKWUXTM`M^MV\[QVPQ[KWUU]VQ\a?PMV2WM_I[QVPQOP
school, he was in band, chorus, theater, and absolutely loved going to
see live shows with his many friends. Music and performing quickly
became the center of his universe, and soon, he found himself in a
rock band of his own, but without any gigs to play. A few members
of his band started a promotion company called Past the Joneses
Productions and started booking themselves in local VFW halls and
bars in Northern New Jersey, giving Joe a taste of booking.
)N\MZ KWTTMOM _WZSQVO I[ IV M^MV\ [\IٺMZ NWZ I UIRWZ NM[\Q^IT QV
Pennsylvania, Joe made a connection through his future wife’s family
to Zane Colling, general manager of the Sovereign Center in Reading, Pennsylvania.
Zane was gracious enough to hop on a call and give Joe some tips
on how to break into the industry. Two weeks later, Zane called him
for an interview after suddenly losing his booking coordinator. Like
that, Joe was hired and quickly became Booking Joe.
Joe was a quick study to booking and was promoted to a regional booking manager with SMG for their Theatre Division. Those
two positions taught him how to hustle and really go after shows in
smaller markets saturated with venues and touring content. Most
QUXWZ\IV\Ta\PM[MÅZ[\OQO[ZMY]QZMLPQU\WJMKWUMITMILMZQVÅVLing creative solutions to any issues in booking shows or challenges
that popped up on show days.
1V  2WM TMN\ :MILQVO \W JMKWUM \PM LQZMK\WZ WN  JWWSQVO I\
the BOK Center in Tulsa. Since moving to Tulsa, Joe has been an
integral part of one of the most successful arenas in the country. Joe
has put his skills to use training other booking managers throughout
SMG, as well as leading booking presentations for IAVM and other
industry related organizations.
Asked about his Top 10 Keys to Success in Booking, Joe quickly
provided the following:
1. Empathy: Knowing what and where promoters, agents, and
managers are coming from in a situation is critical to negotia\QWVIVLWV\PMÆaLMKQ[QWV[
2. Responsiveness: Simply responding in a timely fashion is critical to booking.
3. Passion"<PQ[RWJQ[ITQNM[\aTMIVLQN aW]_IV\\WM`KMTaW]
must love every side of it. I still pinch myself at every show.
4. Time and organization: Sometimes there are not enough
hours in the day, so this is critical!
Drive and determination: I think a lot of us really do know
_PI\Q\\ISM[\WOM\KMZ\IQV[PW_[J]\\PMLQٺMZMVKMQVTIVLQVO
them is your drive and determination to do so.
Work-Life Balance: I truly would not be here today without
the support of my family and incredible wife who understands
\PI\Ua[KPML]TMQ[KWV[\IV\TaQVÆ]`IVLUaPW]Z[IZMVM^MZ
regular.

 Make everything a win: An ethos I’ve developed over the
past few years at BOK Center, I’ve noticed that all we do is create winning opportunities for our promoters, agents, managers,
and artists. There is a very strong “YES” culture here in Tulsa,
as we want to take any situation and turn it into a positive. I’ve
tried to incorporate the same attitude toward booking, as well.
 Adaptability: As so many facets of the industry change, I
need to as well.
!Industry Knowledge: I try to listen to one new artist per day
(yet another list I have).
10. +ZMI\Q^Q\a  5IZSM\QVO: Knowing what sort of creative
deal points you can come up with to add value to a show is
immensely helpful.
.WZ \PW[M TWWSQVO \W ÅVL I _Ia \W OM\ QV\W ^MV]M JWWSQVO 2WM
ZMKWUUMVL[ÅVLQVOIUMV\WZ_PW_QTT\ISM\PM\QUM\W\ZIQVaW]
properly, introduce you to the right people, and let you learn on the
RWJI[_MTT<PMÅVIVKQIT[QLMWN \PMRWJKMZ\IQVTa\ISM[[WUM\QUM
to learn, but that can be taught. The relationship development side
takes years, so he recommends getting your name out there sooner
rather than later.
7]\[QLM\PMWٻKM2WMZMITTaTW^M[\WSMMXIK\Q^MQVPQ[[XIZM\QUM
IVLKWUXTM\MLPQ[ÅZ[\PITN UIZI\PWV\PQ[XI[\6W^MUJMZ0MIVL
his wife also love to travel when they can, play golf, snowboard, and
of course he loves being the star shortstop for the BOK Center softball team.
“It sounds cheesy, but I love what I do because of the people our
industry impacts,” Joe says. “We have the opportunity to create
memories that last a lifetime, and I can’t get enough of it. Music and
entertainment bring happiness in a world that needs more smiles. I
love contributing towards that bright spot or moment in someone’s
TQNM 1 \MTT M^MZa QV\MZV WZ MUXTWaMM _PW _WZS[ NWZ UM \W \ISM Å^M
minutes at every show, watch the show if you want, but to really
pay attention to the crowd. The people in the very last row singing
their lungs out and jumping up and down is what it is all about for
me.” FM
John Bolton, CVE, is vice president of SMG – Sports and Entertainment Division. He also serves on the Editorial Advisory Committee for Facility Manager
magazine.
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PERFORMING ARTS:

A Holistic Approach to Customer Service:

Employee Engagement | By Virginia “V” Fairchild

1 SVW_ \PM _WZL PWTQ[\QK KIV KWVR]ZM [WUM XZM\\a [XMKQÅK QUIOM[
for some readers, so let’s get something out of the way right at the beginning: you will not have to align your chakras, consult your crystals,
or burn sage throughout your entire venue to start giving everyone
involved with your organization better customer service.
All you have to do is care.
I know you do. You are all good people. You are all charming, kind,
personable, funny, and intelligent. How do I know this? You’re reading this article, which means you are also probably tired, overworked,
stressed about the constantly changing dynamics surrounding live
M^MV\[ _WZZQML IJW]\ ÅVIVKM[ IVLWZ ZMITTa KWVKMZVML IJW]\ PW_
to keep your organization’s reputation and brand loyalty strong. How
do you do this?
All you have to do is care.
About everyone.
All the time.
I’m sure you already care about the audience walking through the
doors. You’ve walked the paths they will take through your venue.
AW]¼^M TWWSML NWZ [INM\a KWVKMZV[ [QOVIOM IVL _IaÅVLQVO AW]¼^M
\ZIQVMLaW]Z[\I\ٺW_Q\PQVIVQVKPWN \PMQZTQ^M[1¼U[]ZMaW]IZMN]TTa
QV^M[\MLQV\PMM`XMZQMVKM[WN \PMKTQMV\[QOVQVO\PMKPMKS\WZMV\aW]Z
venue for a three-day weekend of Something-palooza and fried foods.
But to really give them your best customer service, you have to also
care about Mary in Housekeeping who’s singing Uptown Funk while
she bangs grease-covered popcorn kernels out of the trashcan. You
are caring about Davis, sitting in the backstage hallway for the third
[\ZIQOP\VQOP\NZWUUQLVQOP\\WIU\ZaQVOVW\\WNITTI[TMMX_PQTMPM
guards the costumes of the show in the house. You are caring about
Niko, scanning tickets and worrying about the homework assignment
due at 11 pm. You are caring about Julie in Finance, Carlos in Devel-
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opment, and Adam in Programming. You have to care about all of
them more than I know you already do.
If that sounds like a lot of work, it is. Customer Service has never
been for the faint of heart. However, when you are making sure your
[\IٺQ[MVOIOMLIVL\ISMVKIZMWNMVOIOMLKTQMV\[IVLI]LQMVKM[NITT
right into place. Lucky for you, there are a lot of easy, small ways you
can do this.
7VMOZMI\_Ia\W[\IZ\Q[Ja\ISQVOITQ\\TMM`\ZI\QUMWVMIKP[PQN\\W
_ITSIZW]VLIVL\ITS\W\PMLQٺMZMV\TM^MT[WN [\I_ٺWZSQVO\PMM^MV\[
Your aim should be authentic conversation and active listening. You
probably won’t get to everyone every event, but if you do this for a few
events, not only will you soon see all the faces, and word will spread
IUWVOaW]Z[\IٺWN _PI\IVIUQIJTMTMILMZaW]IZM*MNWZMTWVOaW]
_QTTÅVL\PI\\PM[\IٺQ[KWV[\IV\TaTWWSQVONWZ_Ia[\WUISM[]ZM\PMa
IZMV¼\TM\\QVOaW]LW_VIVLÅVLQVO_Ia[\WUISMaW]XZW]L1N aW]
IZMTQSMUM\PQ[Q[M`IK\Ta_PI\aW]_IV\"I[\I\ٺPI\Q[QVLMXMVLMV\
and motivated. You will also be teaching them a soft skill: customer
service isn’t about “being on stage” all the time. It’s about actually
caring about other human beings. THAT is good customer service,
not an act.
If you are truly listening and being open and authentic yourself,
you’re going to learn a lot, too. You’ll learn faces and names of course
(great for increased security of the building), but you’ll also start learning what motivates them. Why are they working here? What do they
_Q[P_MZMLQٺMZMV\'6W\ITTOZMI\QLMI[KWUMNZWU\PM\WX1[aW]ZVM`\
brilliant customer service idea right there in front of you, only hiding
JMKI][MVWWVMI[SML'1[aW]ZVM`\XZWUW\IJTMMUXTWaMMWVTaINM_
[\MX[I_Ia'AW]UQOP\IT[WÅVLW]\IJW]\[WUMVMOI\Q^MI[XMK\[WN 
your organization. Maybe things aren’t as smooth as you thought or
hoped. Embrace that aspect too. The challenges they present to you
are a chance for the organization to grow!
Another easy way to engage with your employees is to create oppor-

\]VQ\QM[NWZJWVLQVOJW\PQV[QLMIVLW]\[QLMWN _WZS1VUaM`XMrience, the easiest way to do this is to create a social committee that
comes up with various ideas and outings throughout the year. Live in
a picturesque part of the country? A Saturday morning hiking trip
UIaZM[WVI\M_Q\PIKZW[[[MK\QWVWN aW]Z[\Iٺ2][\I[MI[QTaI5WVday night meet up for pizza will help build the sort of camaraderie
that carries over to the work day. A potluck during the day will catch
those team members that have a hard time participating in non-work
hour events. The point is to create opportunities for all members of
aW]Z[\I\ٺWQV\MZIK\IVLOM\NZQMVLTa)\MIU\PI\TQSM[MIKPW\PMZ
will take care of each other. Further, that family atmosphere will
turn into a personal investment in your organization. Your clients
and audiences will feel that friendly atmosphere and that desire for
every event to be a successful event.
1N  aW] IZM TWWSQVO NWZ I _Ia \W ZM_IZL \PM [\I ٺUMUJMZ[ \PI\
are going above and beyond, there are a number of growth opportunities to be found in an incentive program. These programs are
J]LOM\NZQMVLTaIVLMI[QTaILIX\IJTM\WaW]Z[XMKQÅKVMML[AW]KIV
decide if you want to issue points that can be saved up for bigger
XZQbM[IVLM`XMZQMVKM[WZ[\QKS_Q\PQV[\IV\OZI\QÅKI\QWVXZQbM[[]KP
as a voucher to the concession stands. You can also decide how much
of your organization’s leadership is involved in this process, whether
through nominating or being able to provide the immediate prize.
There is even room for team building through peer-to-peer nominations. The greatest accolade of all, though, comes from the customers who reach out, either at the event or through a note later, to
KWUXTQUMV\ I XIZ\QK]TIZ [\I ٺUMUJMZ ;I^M aW]Z JQOOM[\ ZM_IZL[
for that.
)VILLQ\QWVIT\W]KPXWQV\WN MVOIOMUMV\_Q\PaW]Z[\IٺKIVJM

\PZW]OP XZWNM[[QWVIT LM^MTWXUMV\ 1)>5 WٺMZ[ IUIbQVO WXXWZ\]nities at every level and price point, but for many reasons, you may
VW\NMMT\PW[MIZM^QIJTMNWZN]TT[\IٺMVOIOMUMV\1V[\MIL\PQVSIJW]\
IZMI[aW]_Q[PaW]Z[\I_ٺMZM[\ZWVOMZ?Q[PaW]PILIU]T\QTQVO]IT
[\I'ٺ+ZMI\MTIVO]IOMTMIZVQVOOZW]X[\PI\]\QTQbMINZMMIXXWZ_MJ[Q\MTQSM,]WTQVOWWZ4QNMXZQV\NWZ);4.MMTTQSMaW]LWV¼\[MM[\Iٺ
buy-in on new initiatives? Make sure you’re giving them a place at the
\IJTM_Q\PZMXZM[MV\I\QWVNZWU\PM[\I\ٺPI\IK\]ITTaPI^M\WKIZZaW]\
new policies. In other words, don’t make decisions for Housekeeping
without input from members of Housekeeping. An added bonus: a
much higher success rate for these new policies since a lot of bugs are
_WZSMLW]\JMNWZMM^MZTMI^QVO\PMKWVNMZMVKMZWWU?IV\[\I\ٺWJM
more well-rounded in general? Good for you! Invest in industry books
IVLKZMI\MI[\IٺTQJZIZa\PI\Q[I^IQTIJTMNWZKPMKSW]\\WITT+ZMI\M
I,ZWXJW`M^MZaWVMKIVIKKM[[\W]XTWILVW\M[NZWUKWVNMZMVKM[IVL
XMZ\QVMV\IZ\QKTM[.QVLUMUJMZ[WN aW]Z[\I_ٺPWIZM_QTTQVO\WIK\
I[ UMV\WZ[ WZ I\ TMI[\ JM _QTTQVO \W WٺMZ KZW[[ \ZIQVQVO WZ I LIa WN 
[PILW_QVO1KIV¼\MUXPI[QbMMVW]OPPW_PMTXN]T[\IٺUMUJMZ[ÅVL
it to see the world from another employee’s perspective. Collaboration,
[WT]\QWV[IVL[]KKM[[IZMQV\PI\VM`][
)[aW]KIV[MM\PMZMIZM[WUIVaNZMMWZQVM`XMV[Q^M[WT]\QWV[\PI\
_QTTSMMXaW]Z[\IٺM`KQ\ML\W_WZS_Q\PaW]ZWZOIVQbI\QWVAW]¼TT[MM
increased teamwork, higher retention rates, and a savvier, happier
[\I)ٺTTWN \PM[MMY]ITJM\\MZK][\WUMZ[MZ^QKMFM
Virginia “V” Fairchild recently accepted the position of Senior Patron Experience
Manager for Children’s Theatre Company in Minneapolis, Minnesota. She is now
the proud owner of a snow shovel.
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CONVENTION CENTERS:

LEADING WITH KINDNESS
By Carrie Paolone, CMP, CEM, CVP

Over the course of my career, I have come to read many howto books on the subjects of leadership, motivating employees, and
showing them the path towards realizing their greatness. While I can
always browse the shelves of my favourite bookstore for a new best[MTTMZWZIXWX]TIZNIV\I[aÅK\QWV[MZQM[1\MVL\WOZI^Q\I\MQV\PMLQrection of books on leadership, basically because I thrive on leading
teams of people to try harder and do better.
I have titled myself an “empathetic badass,” which is my way of
W_VQVOUaOZMI\M[\[\ZMVO\PIVLN]TÅTTQVOUaL]\a\WZMKWOVQbM\PM
feelings, thoughts, and attitudes of others around me. Before I came
full circle in identifying with this title, I had to spend a bit of time
trying to understand if I could be successful at practicing it in my
professional life. I think I can say that the moment I decided to fully
embrace was when a long-time friend and mentor spoke to me about
empathy and kindness as leadership qualities.
Kindness Leadership, as it’s been appropriately named, is a kind
WN [\aTM\PI\Å\[[WQV[\QVK\Q^MTa_Q\P\PM\aXMWN XMZ[WV1IU1JMTQM^M
that for the majority of people kindness is already innately within
them, waiting to come out but often suppressed due to fears of lookQVO [WN\ WZ _MIS ;W QV[\MIL WN  ÅOP\QVO IOIQV[\ W]Z[MT^M[ IVL \PM
kindness we want to show, embrace it like I did by bringing the following items into play.

MR. GRUMPY PANTS

The people who are usually the hardest to be nice to, like Mr.
Grumpy Pants, need it the most. A little kindness towards these people can go a long way in turning their negative attitude around, even
_PMVaW]ZSQVLVM[[UQOP\JMUM\_Q\PZM[Q[\IVKMI\ÅZ[\?PMV_M
are faced with a person who is constantly unhappy, especially an antagonistic colleague, it’s only natural for us to follow their lead and
respond accordingly. Try instead to gently nudge at the reason for
their hostility by showing him or her a little empathy, because it’s
possible there is something happening in that person’s life which may
JMLMMXTaIٺMK\QVO\PMU<PMPQLLMV[\Z]OOTMPMWZ[PMQ[TQ^QVO_Q\P
KW]TLPI^M\WLW_Q\PI[QKSNIUQTaUMUJMZÅVIVKQIT[\ZM[[WZ[WUM
bad news that has turned their whole world upside down. You have
38 Facility Manager Magazine

nothing to lose by lending an ear, and if a change in them doesn’t immediately show, know that you’ve still done a good thing. Never unLMZM[\QUI\MPW_UMIVQVON]T\PMWٺMZWN TQ[\MVQVOKIVJM\WIXMZ[WV
who just wants someone to hear them out. I have recommended this
IXXZWIKP\WUa[\I_ٺPMV\PMaLMIT_Q\PLQٻK]T\XMWXTM[]OOM[\QVO
they don’t get sucked in and escalate the situation unnecessarily. I
IL^Q[M \PMa TQ[\MV KIZMN]TTa NWZ MUW\QWV QV \PM XMZ[WV¼[ ^WQKM ÅVL
KWUXI[[QWVQV_PI\PMWZ[PMQ[[IaQVOIVLTI[\TaWٺMZSQVL_WZL[
that demonstrate understanding.

“Be kind to unkind people, they need it the most” –
Unknown
KINDNESS IS CONTAGIOUS
7VM[UITTIK\WN SQVLVM[[KIVQV[XQZM[WUMWVM\WNWTTW_\PMM`ample you’ve set. Think about the wave at a baseball game. It usually
starts with one or two people, and before you know it the whole stadium has joined in. Kindness can work that way too, with a contaOQW][VM[[\PI\[XZMIL[TQSM_QTLÅZM-^MV[WUM\PQVO[QUXTMTQSM[UQTing at someone, giving a genuine compliment, or asking about his
or her day can completely change that person’s mood and lift them
up to higher spirits. I’m a big fan of Random Act of Kindness Day,
M`KMX\UaWVTa_Q[P_W]TLJM\PI\_MKMTMJZI\MQ\UWZMWN\MV\PIV
one day a year. When I see the way in which people randomly give
something of themselves on this one particular day, without asking
NWZIVa\PQVOQVZM\]ZV1¼UZMUQVLMLWN \PMLQٺMZMVKMSQVLVM[[KIV
make in the lives of others. Don’t wait for a special day that comes
WVKMIaMIZ\W[XZMIL\PMXIaQ\NWZ_IZLMٺMK\\PZW]OPW]\aW]Z^MV]M0I^MQ\[\IZ\_Q\PaW]UW^MWV\WaW]Z[\IٺIVLKWTTMIO]M[IVL
watch with glee as it trickles down to your clients and guests. Who
doesn’t want happy clients and guests, am I right?

“Remember there’s no such thing as a small act of
kindness. Every act creates a ripple with no logical
end.” – Scott Adams

KINDNESS STARTS WITH YOU

Kindness has to start somewhere, and it should be with you. An
important quality that leaders possess is their ability to take initiative
when nothing has been asked of them. If you feel your venue’s cul\]ZMKIVJMVMÅ\NZWUUWZMSQVLVM[[\PMVaW]PI^M\W[\MX]XIVL
be the role model that your venue needs. The good news is that,
once you’ve set the example, the wave will eventually hit everyone
and take on a life of its own. While this all might sound relatively
simple, in reality, expect there to be a few people who frankly don’t
care to keep the momentum going. Believe it or not, it happens at
baseball games too, where Mr. Grumpy Pants will just sit there in
his seat refusing to raise his arms as the wave passes through his
[MK\QWV;\QTTZM[Q[\XWQV\QVOÅVOMZ[I\PQUIVLW\PMZ[_PWIZMVW\
following suit. Be patient. Rome wasn’t built in a day, and seeing
acts of kindness spread across your company won’t happen that fast
either. Kindness will circulate in time, and when it does, appreciate
what you’ve started.

“A warm smile is the universal language of kindness.” – William Arthur Ward
KINDNESS DOESN’T HAVE AN EGO

Kindness cannot and must not be fake. For it to have the desired
MٺMK\ Q\ PI[ \W KWUM IKZW[[ I[ OMV]QVM ?PMV IV IK\ WN  SQVLVM[[
looks like it’s coming from a good place, the recipient will usually
react with surprise and gratitude. If that same person reacts instead
with a look of suspicion, it typically means he or she does not completely trust the sincerity of your words or actions. I would guess
we’ve all had this happen to us, where someone says something you
think to be either a white lie or just lip service. I like to believe that in
ITTUaaMIZ[WN M`XMZQMVKM1¼^MXZW^MV\WJMXZM\\aLMKMV\I\[VQٻVO
W]\INISMKWUXTQUMV\6WVM\PMTM[[ÅVL\PM[\ZMVO\P\W_Q\P[\IVL
calling out that person’s insincerity, since it is likely their intentions
were good. Practicing kindness can be a lot like taking criticism,
[WUM XMZ[WVITQ\QM[ ÅVL Q\ PIZLMZ \W [_ITTW_ \PIV W\PMZ[ <PM TI[\

thing you want to do as a kindness leader is to stop encouraging those
QVaW]ZXZWNM[[QWVITKQZKTMNZWUJMQVOSQVLJMKI][M\PMQZÅZ[\NM_M`periences didn’t go exactly as planned. With that being said, leaders
and participants who set these acts in motion shouldn’t expect to see
them paid back right away. To me there’s something morally amiss
about keeping score, or even hinting to a colleague that he or she reciprocate your kind deed. I would also avoid the temptation to make
a spectacle out of your kindness, wherein you’re doing it as a way to
be seen and acknowledged. The pleasure you derive from carrying
out the act is the true source of satisfaction, not the possibility that
aW]UQOP\OM\IPQOPÅ^MNZWUaW]Z[\IٺNWZUISQVOISQVLOM[\]ZM
Kindness needs to be performed for its own sake, as if it came naturally to you. Iif it doesn’t, let it be a reminder it’s time to get your
ego in check.

“Carry out a random act of kindness, with no
expectation of reward, safe in the knowledge that
one day someone might do the same for you.”
– Princess Diana
These days, my growth as a leader has been dedicated less to what
I can learn and more to what I can develop. I’ve found that learning
has and will always be present in my life, regardless of whether or not
I’m ready to acquire a new skill or information. A growth mindset
on the other hand requires developing more of a mental playbook,
something that has been planned, practiced, and accepted by your
team. Fortunately, my venue’s team has taken kindly to playing by
my game plan, trusting me as their leader to show them that kindness
can triumph over all.
.FM
Carrie Paolone, CMP, CEM, CVP, is director of events for the Scotiabank Convention Centre in Niagara Falls, Ontario.
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STADIUMS:

A THOUGHT
OUG
ABOUT
OU THINKING
G
By Guy Hedderwick, AEVP

I am often asked, in my position as CEO of Arena Stadium
Management, what I do with my day. I go into the ramble about
driving the strategic direction of our business and ensuring every
[\I ٺUMUJMZ Q[ []XXWZ\ML \W JM IJTM \W IKPQM^M \PMQZ OWIT[ IVL
creating a culture and an environment where people can prosper. I
do all that, but in reality, I also do a lot of thinking. I study the data,
the budget, and trends in the business to create a clear and compelTQVO^Q[QWV_PQKP_QTTM`KQ\M\PM¹MUXTWaMMNIUQTaº\WNWTTW_5]KP
of my job is about thinking. In order to be successful, one needs to
JMIJTM\WKPITTMVOM\PMVWZUJMKZMI\Q^MIVLÅVLaW]ZXWQV\WN 
LQٺMZMVKM\W\PQVS_Q\PKTIZQ\aQUIOQVI\QWVIVL^Q[QWVJ]\PI^M
you ever thought about thinking?
Have you ever thought why you think the way you do? What
drives you to accept one opinion over another? What kind of
thinker are you? What drives your thought process? Are you making some fundamental errors along the way?
1 IU I OZMI\ NIV WN  2]TQI /ITMN _PW Q[ IV M`XMZ\ WV \PQVSQVO
and her book The Soldier and the Scout has certainly taught me
a great deal about it.
She describes what it is like to be a soldier. Your adrenalin is
IT_Ia[ÆW_QVOaW]IZMQVIUQVL[M\\WXZW\MK\aW]Z[MTN IVLaW]Z
side (team), your actions stem from your training, which are deep
[MI\ML ZMÆM`M[ WV _PI\ \W LW QV I [Q\]I\QWV 1 ZMUMUJMZ _M LQL
three months of basic training, during my time in the army, and
then a further three months of intense battle-ready training. We
had to be able to respond to situations under huge amounts of
[\ZM[[?MPILI[IaQVO_PMV_M_MV\QV\WJI\\TM\PI\_PMV\PMÅZ[\
[PW\[_MZMÅZMLITTXTIV[_MV\W]\\PM_QVLW_J]\aW]Z\ZIQVQVO
kicked in, and it did.
) [KW]\ PW_M^MZ PI[ I LQٺMZMV\ UQVL[M\ IVL L]\a 0M Q[ VW\
there to attack or defend. A scout’s duty is to understand, to map
the territory, identify obstacles, and know what is really there. In
an army, both types of people are essential. If we think of them as
a mindset and a metaphor for how we collect and process information in our daily lives, we can understand the importance that
each a scout and a soldier play in any organisation or team. How
40 Facility Manager Magazine

we process information and ideas, good judgement, and making accurate predications depends on your mindset.
<PM[M\_W\aXM[WN UQVL[M\[IZMQTT][\ZI\MLJa\PM,ZMaN][)ٺIQZ
Alfred Dreyfus was a major in the French Army. The French found
that they had a spy within their ranks sharing secrets with the Germans when a torn piece of paper was discovered in a waste paper
bin. They settled on Dreyfus being the culprit, mainly based on the
fact that he was Jewish, and there was a great deal of anti-Semitism
in the French army at that stage. They compared the hand writing
\W\PMVW\MIVLLMKQLML\PI\Q\UI\KPMLIT\PW]OPPIVL_ZQ\QVOM`perts said it didn’t. They interviewed Dreyfus’ teachers who said he
studied foreign languages, which they found convenient that he could
[XMIS/MZUIV\PI\PMPILIOWWLUMUWZa_PQKP_I[M`KMTTMV\NWZ
[XaQVO IVL WV [MIZKPQVO PQ[ IXIZ\UMV\ IVL ÅVLQVO VW\PQVO \PMa
concluded that he was both clever and sneaky. He was tried, found
guilty, and sentenced to life imprisonment on the aptly named island,
Devils Rock. Galef argues that this type of thinking, which led to
Dreyfus being imprisoned, is a soldier mindset or motivated reasoning, where the investigators were motivated to get a result regardless
of the evidence. She likens it to a sports ref making a call against
your team, and your resultant motivation to conclude that it was a
bad call, or why, if you read a research paper, that is a certain pro
stance that you do not agree with, your motivation is to shoot down
\PMÅVLQVO[
Fortunately for Dreyfus, a Colonel called Picquant, who was also
causally anti-Semitic, noticed that even after Dreyfus was jailed, the
spying continued. He found a soldier whose handwriting matched
\PMM^QLMVKM,M[XQ\MITTPQ[MٺWZ\[PM[\Z]OOTML\WOM\\PMIZUaIVL
his superiors to take his concerns seriously. He even spent time in jail
due to disloyalty trying to prove Dreyfus innocent, which after 10
aMIZ[ PM ÅVITTa []KKMMLML /ITMN  IZO]M[ \PI\ 8QKY]IV\ Q[ I XMZNMK\
M`IUXTMWN [KW]\UQVL[M\#LM[XQ\MPQ[XZMR]LQKM[IVLJMTQMN[\PMNIK\[
and the truth were more important than his own opinions. She says
the scout mindset is what is required for good judgement. The problem is our mindset is based on an emotional response rather than
logic. The scout mindset is curious, open and grounded. The scout
wants to see what is real rather than what is convenient or pleasant
WZ Å\[ W]Z IOMVLI IVL JMTQMN[ <PM [KW]\ UQVL[M\ Q[ VW\ IJW]\ W]Z
intelligence or IQ , it’s about how you feel.
/ITMN  Y]W\M[ \PM I]\PWZ ;IQV\ -`]XuZa _PMZM PM [Ia[ ¹1N  aW]
want to build a ship, don’t drum up your men to collect wood and
give orders and distribute the work. Instead, teach them to yearn for
the vast and endless sea.” Improving our judgment as individuals or
societies requires us to change the way we feel. We need to be proud
\W JM XZW^ML _ZWVO IVL PI^M TMIZVML NZWU \PI\ M`XMZQMVKM ZI\PMZ
\PIV][MM^MZa\PQVO_MKIV\W[PWW\LW_V\PMM^QLMVKMWZÅVLKWVÆQK\QVOZM[MIZKP\W]XPWTLW]ZJMTQMN[
She asks a simple but profound question, “What do you yearn
for?”
Do you yearn for seeking to uphold your own beliefs or do you
yearn to see the world as clearly as you possibly can?
I invite you to think about thinking. FM
Guy Hedderwick, AEVP, is CEO of Arena Stadium Management Pty Ltd.,
Titanium Security Arena in Findon, Australia.

UNIVERSITIES:

Finding That Low-Hanging Fruit That Leads to Quick Value
By By Neal Miller
It is the start of a new calendar year. We are all in the middle
of our season in our respective venues or in higher education
institutions, and we are afforded the opportunity to take a step
back to analyze our current operations. As I was listening to
Earl Nightingale, who speaks about human character development and motivation, during my commute to work, he mentioned a strong point that resonated with me that, “sometimes
success is right in front of you.”
We all believe we have a very efficient operation, but have we
actually dug deep into our own operations to see if we are missing lost revenue or opportunities? Are there relationships that
KW]TL JM K]T\Q^I\ML' )ZM aW] UI`QUQbQVO \PM XW\MV\QIT ^IT]M
within your partner contracts? Are you creating new opportuni\QM[\PZW]OPM`Q[\QVO[MZ^QKM[IVLZMK]ZZQVOM^MV\['
I was hired 2 ½ years ago by Winthrop University to lead a
restructured Office of University Events to increase both the
ZM^MV]M\PZW]OPIVM`\MZVITM^MV\[XZWOZIUIVL\PM=VQ^MZ[Qty’s brand within the community. Many times, we get caught in
the fast pace of our industry and actually miss the low hanging
fruit that equates to quick value. While this will not work for
everyone, here are some points that enabled us to triple our
annual net revenue position within two years.
1) COMPLETING A FACILITY ASSESSMENT AND
BENCHMARK COST ANALYSIS – Are you covering your
costs and are the rates competitive within the market? Facilities are evolving at a faster pace than ever before with new
\MKPVWTWOa QVKZMI[ML NWK][ WV \PM NIV M`XMZQMVKM I[ _MTT I[
the safety and security of everyone in and around the venue.
Through our own facility assessment of defining our actual
daily operating cost, we discovered that at the signing of every
KWV\ZIK\_M_MZMQV\PMVMOI\Q^MJM\_MMV  JMKI][M
we were not recouping our facility cost. With this in mind,
we were having to make up the deficit with additional event
M`XMV[M[ QVKT]LQVO KI\MZQVO ILUQVQ[\ZI\Q^M WZ \MKPVWTWOa
Our most reserved venue is McBryde Hall, a multi-purpose
[XIKM ?M PWTL IXXZW`QUI\MTa  M^MV\[ IVV]ITTa _Q\PQV \PM
walls. Prior to us adjusting the rental rate, we were losing apXZW`QUI\MTa   XMZ M^MV\ _PQKP _I[ MY]Q^ITMV\ \W !
annually.
2) MAXIMIZING THE OPPORTUNITIES OF YOUR
BRAND – Sometimes revenue is not the only value to consider when evaluating events. Being a higher education institution, our first strategic plan initiative is to “Support inclu[Q^MM`KMTTMVKMJaM`XIVLQVOW]ZQUXIK\WV[\]LMV\[IVLW]Z
communities through enrollment growth.” Keeping in mind
our strategic plan and operating budgets, we have agreements with 12 different high schools that span four counties.
In this agreement, we supplement the potential increase in
ZMV\ITZM^MV]M_Q\PQVW]Z+WTQ[M]UQVM`KPIVOMNWZIL^MZ\Q[ing within the high schools. This is a win-win for both the institution and high schools as we are cognizant of their budget
concerns. We increase brand recognition through these advertising opportunities, and the students, parents, and friends
M`XMZQMVKMW]ZKIUX][L]ZQVO\PMOZIL]I\QWVM^MV\[

3) Thoroughly reviewing the associated Request for
Proposals (RFP) – Analyze the contracts that your venue has
_Q\PaW]ZM^MV\XIZ\VMZ[\WMV[]ZMaW]IZMUI`QUQbQVO\PM^ITue. Are there areas within the RFP that you have determined
IZM VW\ I XZQWZQ\a L]M \W \PM M^WT^QVO K][\WUMZ M`XMZQMVKM WZ
event industry? Can you negotiate the current RFP to increase
the value? We did this at Winthrop University within our food
service contract. We were able to develop a business case to
negotiate a commission on newly acquired revenue through the
KI\MZQVO NWZ M`\MZVIT M^MV\[ QV M`KPIVOM NWZ I TM[[MZ KWUUQ[sion on concessions revenue. At the time, this was the correct
LMKQ[QWV I[ \PM KI\MZML M`\MZVIT M^MV\[ LW]JTML \PM IUW]V\
of concessions-only events. One key factor that went into the
decision was that the contract did not allow for the sale of alcohol at the concession area. The contract value increased apXZW`QUI\MTa 3 KWUXIZML \W \PM aMIZ XZQWZ Ja []KKM[[N]TTa
renegotiating the food service contract.
<PM[M IZM [WUM M`IUXTM[ \PI\ PI^M PMTXML ][ UI`QUQbM W]Z
revenue and brand potential, and that may help you. By making
\PM[M KPIVOM[ _M IZM IJTM \W NWK][ WV M`XIVLQVO \PM M`\MZVIT
events program, such as increasing the event usage of the coliseum, renovating the 3,000 seat Byrnes Auditorium to improve
\PM K][\WUMZ M`XMZQMVKM IVL M^MV\ ][IJQTQ\a IVL QVKZMI[QVO \PM
NIV M`XMZQMVKM \PZW]OP WNNMZQVO PQOPMZ Y]ITQ\a KWVKM[[QWV[ IVL
alcohol at specific events.
1V\PMVM_aMIZ1KPITTMVOMMIKPWN aW]\WM`IUQVMaW]ZK]Zrent services, analyze the recurring events, and focus on building
closer relationships with your partners. You never know, you may
be missing opportunities that can add value, build your brand or
increase your revenue. Sometimes the low hanging fruit are ripe
and ready to be collected. The question remains have you looked at
the bottom of the tree or are you still only focusing on the sky? FM
Neal Miller is executive director of university events at Winthrop University
in Rock Hill, South Carolina.
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GET CONNECTED WITH IAVM
VenueConnect isn’t the only way to stay connected to IAVM. Check out any of our
social platforms for the latest updates, news, and industry trends.
VenueNet: Member Forum

Front Row News Blog

This online platform allows members to connect with
each other and exchange valuable insights on topics
ranging from safety and security to what’s trending in
venues right now. See for yourself at venuenet.iavm.org.

This is where we post everything current about the venue
industry. Read about trending topics related to venues,
life safety, educational opportunities, technology, industry
events, and more now at blog.iavm.org.

Facebook

Twitter

Give the International Association for Venue Managers
a like on Facebook and always have the latest news and
photos at your fingertips.

Think 140 characters is too few for the biggest industry
updates? Think again. Follow @iavmwhq and see tweets
from us and our members!

Instagram
Follow @iavmhq to see some sweet photos from some
incredible venues.

LinkedIn
It just makes sense to utilize a professional social media
platform to get in touch with your IAVM colleagues. Check
out our group page at linkedin.com/groups/98771.

Did you know...
hundreds of your industry colleagues
are using VenueNet everyday. Don’t
miss out on this amazing benefit!
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Did you know...
hundreds of your industry colleagues
are using VenueNet everyday. Don’t
miss out on this amazing benefit!

Public Assembly Venue Management: Sports, Entertainment, Meeting, and Convention Venues
(ISBN 978-1-61254-206-5) is the perfect reference guide for any professional in the venue management industry.
Regardless of whether you are entering the industry or a seasoned professional looking to expand your knowledge base, this guide is an invaluable resource for your professional development. Public Assembly Venue
Management explores the history and role of public assembly facilities, as well as the fundamental principles of
venue management and ownership, safety and security, booking the venue, fiscal practices, operations, event
management, and much more!

Purchase your copy of this professional development reference
tool at the reduced rate of $65 today at iavm.org/shopping!
*IAVM members receive a 30% discount off the retail price! Not a member? Join today at iavm.org/membership/join.

NEW

VENUE
MAKER

| www.sicoinc.com |

Staging innovation from top
to bottom. The NEW Venue
Maker Pro™ Stage* (VMP)
includes features no one else
RHUV7RSGHFNOHYHOLQJ
9VKDSHIUDPHGHVLJQIRUHDV\
XQGHUVWDJHDFFHVVDQGWKH
VPDOOHVWVWRUDJHIRRWSULQWRI
DQ\VWDJHLQLWVFODVV

* Patent Pending
1.800.328.6138
©SICO Incorporated

PRO
™*
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VenueConnect 2019

Training Programs Customized for You:
s #USTOMER 3ERVICE 4RAINING FROM FRONT
OFlCE TO FRONTLINE
s (OW TO 3UPERVISE %VENT 3TAFF %FFECTIVELY
s 2ECRUITING  3ELECTION )NTERVIEWING
s #ROWD -ANAGEMENT #ONmICT -ITIGATION
s 4RAIN THE 4RAINER
s %FFECTIVE 0ERSUASION 3KILLS TO #LOSE -ORE 3ALES

T A M E —since 1991
Wayne Coleman, MBA

Training Assembly Managers and Employees

trainevent.com
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International Association of Venue Managers
635 Fritz Drive, Suite 100
Coppell, TX 75019-4442 USA

Staff
R.V. Baugus
Senior Editor
972-538-1014
rv.baugus@iavm.org
Gina Brydson
Director of Membership
972-538-1008
gina.brydson@iavm.org
Robin Covington
Member Care Manager
972-538-1016
robin.covington@iavm.org
Rosanne Duke
Director of Governance/Operations
972-538-1025
rosanne.duke@iavm.org
Kathryn Eades
Director of Development
972-538-1009
kathryn.eades@iavm.org
Brianna Espana
Education Coordinator
972-538-1011
briana.espana@iavm.org
Tonya Farmer
Director Of Meetings
972-538-1019
tonya.farmer@iavm.org
Amy Fitzpatrick, MPA
Director of Marketing
972-538-1006
amy.fitzpatrick@iavm.org
Hillary Goodfellow
Meetings & Certification Coordinator
972-538-1027
hillary.goodfellow@iavm.org
Lori Harvey
New Business Development Manager
972-538-1012
lori.harvey@iavm.org
Mark Herrera
Director of Education
972-538-1005
mark.herrera@iavm.org

Tiffany Jackson
Office Manager - Executive Assitant
972-538-1000
tiffany.jackson@iavm.org

Board of Directors

Brad Mayne, CVE
President & CEO
972-538-1021
brad.mayne@iavm.org

First Vice Chairman: Tammy Koolbeck, CVE, Iowa State Center
Second Vice Chairman: Clifford “RIP” Ripptoe, CVE, San Diego Convention Center Corp
Past Chair: Doug Booher, CVE, Indiana University Auditorium

Ronald Melton
CFO/COO
972-538-1034
ronald.melton@iavm.org
Chuck Pope, MBA
Creative Services Manager
972-538-1017
chuck.pope@iavm.org
Rob Price
Director of Web Development
972-538-1007
rob.price@iavm.org
Kristyn Rickman, CMP
Meetings Manager
972-538-1020
kristyn.popp@iavm.org
Becky Setterberg
Director of Sales
972-538-1015
becky.setterberg@iavm.org
Prem Shah
Accounting Manager
972-538-1035
prem.shah@iavm.org
Lori Wehmer
Database Manager
972-538-1018
lori.wehmer@iavm.org
Greg Wolfe, MBA
Education Manager
972-538-1024
greg.wolfe@iavm.org
Shellie Van Druten
Client Solutions Manager,
972-538-1010
shellie.vandruten@iavm.org

Chair of the Board: Michael Marion, CVE, Verizon Arena

Region 1: Mac Campbell, CVP, The Baltimore Convention Center
Region 2: Clement j. “C.J.” Steigmeyer, CPA, Allen County War Memorial Coliseum
Region 3: Abbie Jo Lady, Show Me Center
Region 4: Stephanie Curran, CVE, Spokane Convention Center
Region 5: Courtney Dyer, CVE, General Manager, Virginia Beach Convention Center
Region 6: Kerry Painter, CVE, CMP, CEM, Cox Business Center
Region 7: Jamie Gallileo, CVE, Vivint Smart Home Arena
IAVM/VMA Asia Pacific: Steve Harper, CVE, Melbourne & Olympic Parks Trust
Allied: Lynne King Smith, TicketForce
Arenas: Kim Stone, American Airlines Arena
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Performing Arts: Leslee Stewart, Paramount Theatre
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FM Editorial Advisory Committee
John Bolton, CVE, SMG - Sports and Entertainment Division
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Dee Ann Hirsch, Fair Park, TX
Erin Jepson, CMP, Oregon Convention Center
Steve Kirsner, SAP Center at San Jose
Kimberly Mahoney, CVP, University of New Haven
Sarah Kate Rogers, SMG Tulsa

Your Membership
If there is ever anything we can do to help you succeed as a member of
IAVM, please let us know. Your success is our success, and we are ready to
help you. Our front desk can be reached at: 1-800-935-4226
To connect with our membership team, contact:
Gina Brydson
Director of Membership
972.538.1008
gina.brydson@iavm.org

Robin Covington
Member Care Manager
972-538-1016
robin.covington@iavm.org

Our membership, and our buying power, are larger than
ever. For partnership, sponsorship, advertising and exhibiting
opportunities
visit iavmcenterstage.com
or contact:
Christy Jacobs
Kelly McDowell
Director of Marketplace Sales

Client Solutions Manager

Oﬃce: 972.906.7441
Oﬃce: 972.906.7441
Becky Setterberg
Lori Harvey
Shellie Van Druten
Director of Sales
New Business Development
Direct: 972.538.1015
Direct:Manager
972.538.1010
Client Solutions Manager
Direct: 972-538-1015
Direct:
972-538-1012
sales@iavm.org
sales@iavm.org Direct: 972-538-1010
becky.setterberg@iavm.org
lori.harvey@iavm.org
shellie.vandruten@iavm.org
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